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Abstract
This thesis presents the results of several physical and magneto-optical exper-
iments using nanostructured silicon fabricated by an electrochemical etching
method. Quantum confinement causes the efficient visible light emission of
nanocrystalline silicon. Long lived excitons confined in silicon nanocrystals are
applied as an energy storage medium for energy transfer to oxygen. Nanocrys-
talline silicon-silica aerogel composites are synthesised and examined the sensi-
tivity with adsorbed oxygen molecules.
Efficient energy transfer from photo-excited excitons to molecular oxygen to cre-
ate singlet oxygen is presented in the experimental results. Spin exchange interac-
tions are a key aspect controlling the energy transfer between silicon nanoparticles
and molecular oxygens. Hence, modifications of the spins alter the dynamics of
the energy transfer process. Spin distributions of the participating states are
changed by applying magnetic fields or by changing excitation powers. There-
fore, the dependences of the transfer process on magnetic field, excitation power
and oxygen concentration were studied.
The energy transfer model is constructed based on a rate equation approach.
The model produces simulations that are in good agreement with the overall
data. The dynamic parameters are provided and indicate the characteristics of
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Silicon (Si) is a well-known and non-toxic material with a diamond crystal struc-
ture. Si has been widely used for many electronic devices such as integrated
circuits and microchips. However, Si is an inefficient light emitter in the infrared
range even at cryogenic temperatures due to an indirect band gap about 1.11 eV
at room temperature [1] that needs phonon assistance in the radiative process.
Therefore, as a light emitter, it is highly inefficient, which also causes a very long
lifetime of its excitonic state.
On 29 December 1959, Richard Feynman gave a discourse on “There’s Plenty of
Room at the Bottom” at the annual meeting of the American Physical Society
at the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) [2]. Feynman proposed the
idea of the possibility to manipulate atoms and molecules which inspired the
invention of the field “nanoscience”. Nanostructure materials can be created
by two main methods, which are “top-down” and “bottom-up” [1]. The top-
down technique refers to removing material from a bulk crystal to produce a
nanostructured network such as etching [3], whereas the bottom-up produces the
nanoscale material via self-assembly method, for example epitaxy [4].
Si nanostructure was first discovered by Uhlirs at Bell Laboratories in the 1950s
by electrochemical etching of Si wafer [5]. In the 1990s, Si received consider-
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able attention, in particular its nanostructure, owing to the discovery of efficient,
bright red photoluminescence (PL) from porous silicon (PSi) [6, 7] at room tem-
perature. For the following decade, the origin of the PL from Si nanostructure
was discussed. Canham (1990) proposed that the visible PL was caused by quan-
tum confinement [6]. Together with Lehmann (1991), he also interpreted the
increasing of the effective bandgap as a result of quantum confinement [7]. Most
studies conform with the argument of Canham and Lehmann et al [8, 9, 10, 11],
nevertheless, alternative explanations were also suggested in order to describe the
PL emission mechanism, for example surface hydrides and siloxene etc. [12].
With quantum confinement, Si exciton energies in nanoscale can be increased to
2.5 eV [13]. Reducing the sizes of Si down to nanoscale, increases the overlap of
the exciton in momentum space and leads to a rising of the oscillator strength for
radiative recombination of the exciton. Therefore, radiative lifetimes of smaller
Si nanoparticles are shorter than larger Si nanoparticles [14]. However, even Si
nanocrystals have the shorter lifetime than bulk Si, the exciton lifetime is still long
(of the order of µs to ms) especially when compared with the lifetime of direct
gap materials. This drives a huge potential of Si nanocrystals as photosensitisers
of adsorbed molecules.
This introductory section provides a general introduction to the material based
on Si and a brief overview about the discovery of Si nanostructures. The basic
properties of molecular oxygen are also included. An idea to apply nanocrystalline
Si as a photosensitiser is also introduced later in this chapter. We then go on to
a following section which contains basic properties of bulk Si.
1.2 Bulk silicon
Bulk crystalline Si has a diamond structure with a lattice constant a = 5.430 A˚
and a tetrahedral bonding as shown in figure 1.1 [1]. Si is an indirect bandgap
semiconductor with a valence band edge at the Γ point of the Brillouin zone.
The conduction band edges lies along ∆ which is close to a boundary X point as
presented in figure 1.2. Thus, electronic transitions between the conduction band
and the valence band need phonon assistance in order to conserve the crystal
momentum.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic band structure of bulk Si after[15].
Figure 1.3 illustrates phonon assistance in optical transitions. The indirect tran-
sition can occur only with an absorption or emission of phonons to satisfy the
momentum conservation. The energies of phonons involved in optical transitions
for bulk Si are presented in figure 1.4. The relevant phonons include transverse
optical phonons (TO), longitudinal optical phonons (LO) and transverse acous-
tic phonons (TA). At the Γ point of the Brillouin zone, the phonon energy is
between 18 and 56 meV. A binding energy of the bulk Si exciton of 14.7 meV is
not indicated in this figure [1].
Due to the involvement of phonons in the transition process, the radiative lifetime
of bulk Si exciton is extremely long. Therefore, the free excitons can reach bound
exciton states or non-radiative states then recombine without emission of light









Figure 1.3: Schematic energy diagram of bulk Si. The electronic transition be-











Figure 1.4: Dispersion relation of phonons in bulk Si.
cryogenic temperatures. However, in bulk Si, excitons can also be bound to
doping atoms, hence these excitons fail to reach the non-radiative states. Instead
of this process, the bound excitons can recombine and transfer energy to others
as an Auger effect. The non-radiative Auger process also causes the ineffective
PL emission in bulk Si [16, 17].
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1.3 Silicon nanocrystals
As mentioned in section 1.1, as a consequence of the quantum size effect, the PL
quantum yield of PSi is increased in comparison to the bulk Si. In the nanoscale
structure, excitons are confined in the nanocrystal and cannot transport across
to the other nanoparticles, therefore the recombination of the excitons usually
happens within the same nanocrystal where they have been created. The rising
of the PL quantum yield also is supported from a reduction of surface defects
in PSi such as dangling Si surface bonds, owing to a passivation of PSi surface
either by hydrogen or oxygen [18, 19, 20, 21].
At the nanostructure scale, the carrier density is extremely high, even if there are
only few excitons per nanocrystal. Combining with the long radiative lifetime,
hence, a saturation effect can arise if the excitation power is high enough. So
excitons, in this situation, recombine non-radiatively via the Auger process [22].
This leads to the conclusion that most of the PL of PSi originates from radiative
recombination process of excitons confined within the nanocrystals.
Figure 1.5: Tunability of PL spectra of PSi. The arrow shows the spectral position
of the exciton transition in bulk Si after [13].
By size reduction, it is possible to increase the excitonic energies of PSi up to
2.4 eV as presented in figure 1.5. Several studies have revealed the dependence
of the exciton energy on the nanocrystal size [14, 23]. Therefore, by varying
the nanocrystal sizes, the emission band of Si nanocrystal assemblies is tuned to
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achieve the desired energy range. Decreasing the size also causes the enhancement
of the exciton binding energy. With the squeezing of the exciton by decreasing
the nanoparticle size, the Coulomb interaction of electron-hole raises. Hence, the
exciton binding energy increases to the order of ten to a hundred meV [14].
For bulk Si, the wave functions of holes and electrons are delta like functions in
momentum space. Nevertheless, decreasing the size of crystal to the nanoscale
(compared to the bulk exciton Bohr radius∼ 4.5nm) causes the effective quantum
confinement. Consequently, the wave functions in k-space broaden and overlap
with each other as displayed in figure 1.6. When the particle size reduces, accord-
bulk Si large Si nanocrystals small Si nanocrystals
k
hole electron hole electronhole electron
kk k
Y
Figure 1.6: Schematic wavefunctions of electron and hole of bulk Si and Si
nanocrystals in momentum space.
ing to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the momentum uncertainty of holes
and electrons increases. Their wave functions become more overlapping in k-
space. Thus, the valence and conduction band position shift closer to each other,
whereas the crystal structure of the nanocrystals still maintains the diamond
structure as in bulk Si [24].







Ψ(x) + V (x)Ψ(x) = EΨ(x),
where m is particle mass, V (x) is a potential and E is an energy, respectively.
For a particle in a box with an infinite potential wall and the length of the box
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where n is a nonnegative integer number referring to the energy level. For the









where i = 1, 2, 3. As presented in equation 1.1, the energy band can be tuned by
varying the size of the nanoparticle.
Turning now to Schro¨dinger’s equation for an excitonic states within the confine-









▽2h +V0( ~Se, ~Sh)
]
Ψ( ~Se, ~Sh) = EΨ( ~Se, ~Sh). (1.2)
Here, m∗e and m
∗
h are electron and hole effective mass, respectively. V0 is the
potential energy of a confining sphere with a zero net charge. ~Se and ~Sh are
electron and hole positions, respectively. Finally, the excitonic band gap energy
can be approximately by [26, 27]











































Here, Ebulk is energy of bulk material, R is the radius of the nanoparticle, ǫ2
is the dielectric constant of the nanoparticle, ǫ1 is the dielectric constant of the
surrounding medium, e is the elementary charge and D is the magnitude of the
distance that the wave function peaks from the center of the spherical particle.
The bar over the summation term signifies an average over the wave functions
of ~Se and ~Sh. The second term and the third term are quantum energy of local-
ization for electrons and holes and the Coulomb attraction between these two,
respectively. The fourth term is the dielectric solvation energy loss. The calcula-
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tion of equation 1.3 is based on the assumption that the nanocrystal is spherical
[27]. In reality, the nanocrystals within PSi usually have an irregular shape,
therefore equation 1.3 is used as a simplification.
1.3.1 Excitons confined in Si nanocrystals
Several studies have revealed that the spin exchange interaction between the two
confined particles is a major contributing process of the basic optical properties
of nanocrystal assemblies [14, 28, 29]. For Si nanocrystals, owing to the exchange
interaction, the exciton state is split into two sublevels. There are an upper
optically allowed singlet state (S = 0) and a lower, dipole forbidden triplet state
(S = 1) [11, 30, 31]. Therefore, the triplet excitons lifetime is extremely long in
order of 10−3 s. On the other hand, the lifetime of the singlet excitons is in the







Figure 1.7: Sketch of the spin-singlet (S=0) exciton created by absorption of an
exciting photon relaxes to the lowest possible triplet (S=1) state.
These two states are separated by the exchange interaction, so the exchange
splitting energy (∆exch) depends on the nanoparticle size [32]. Generally, ∆exch
is in order of a few meV (∼ 5 − 10 meV) [11]. Figure 1.7 presents the singlet-
triplet splitting of the excitonic state of Si nanocrystals. After the absorption of
photons, excitons are created via the optically allowed transition to the singlet
state. At low temperatures (T ≤ 10 K), kBT 1 ∼ 0.8625 meV << ∆exch, the
excitons relax to the dipole forbidden triplet spin state via a spin-flip mechanism,
leading to the very long decay time.
1
kB is the Boltzmann constant equal to 8.6173324(78)×10−5 eV·K−1
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In contrast, at room temperature kBT ∼ 25.875 meV >> ∆exch, both singlet
and triplet are equally occupied (75% of all excitons are in the triplet, due to its
multiplicity). Hence, the decay time is mostly controlled by the singlet exciton,
with lifetime in the order of µs. This implies that the exciton lifetime of Si
nanocrystals is long over the entire temperature range. Nevertheless, the radiative
exciton lifetime of Si nanoparticle is still long in comparison with direct bandgap
nanocrystals which normally is 10−8 to 10−9 s.
The long exciton lifetime is one of the reasons why Si nanocrystal can be a
promising candidate to apply as the energy storage medium for excitation of
adsorbed molecules such as molecular oxygen [33].
1.4 Molecular oxygen
Molecular oxygen (O2)is a common substance in chemical and biological systems
with a unique configuration of a triplet ground state (3O2). Exited states of O2
play an important role in many chemical reactions including the photodynamic
therapy of cancer, due to their high reactivity. [34]. Generally, at room temper-
ature most oxygen is in the form of O2, however, it is worth mentioning atomic
oxygen. Each oxygen atom contains six outer electrons. The electronic configu-
ration of atomic oxygen is 1s22s22p4. According to Hund’s rule, the ground state
of atomic oxygen has two unpaired electrons and is marked as a triplet 3P state
as shown in figure 1.8. This figure also presents the first two excited states of
atomic oxygen which are designated as singlet 1D and 1S states.
3P 1D 1S
Figure 1.8: Electronic configurations of atomic oxygen.
These unpaired electrons in 3P are bound with the other oxygen atom to form
O2 as shown in the schematic diagram in figure 1.9 The ground state electronic























Figure 1.9: Schematic diagram of electronic configurations of molecular oxygen.
that the (π∗2p) orbitals are each half filled, therefore, there are three possible states
as followed: 3Σ, 1∆ and 1Σ. Hence, O2 has the ground triplet state
3Σ.
The first two excited states of 1O2 have singlet spin configuration which are the

















Figure 1.10: Electronic configurations of O2. The triplet ground state, the first
and the second excited states are indicated as 3Σ, 1∆ and 1Σ, respectively. The
relative energy of these states and their lifetimes are included [36].
rules, direct optical excitation and de-excitation are forbidden. The transition
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from the triplet ground state to the excited singlet state and vice versa requires
a change of electron spin state (a spin-flip process) [36]. The radiative lifetimes
of the 1∆ → 3Σ and 1Σ → 3Σ are ∼ 2700 s and 7 s, respectively [34, 35].
The creation of singlet oxygen can be fulfilled by “photosensitisers”. Tradition-
ally, strongly light-absorbing organic dye molecules have been promoted as pho-
tosensitisers. After photo-excitation, the dye molecules interact with the O2 via










Figure 1.11: Schematic diagram of the energy transfer process. Here, S and T
denote as singlet and triplet states, respectively. RDA is the spatial distance
between the photosensitiser and accepting specie.
are exited by photons to their optical active singlet states S1. Afterwards, these
sensitizers relax into their long-lived triplet states T0. In case of energy match-
ing, the excited sensitizers (“donors”) can transfer energy to an accepting species
(“acceptor”) such as molecular oxygen.
Normally, energy transfer arises either by the dipole-dipole (Fo¨rster’s model) or
by the electron exchange interaction mechanism (Dexter’s model). The Fo¨rster
process is a non-radiative process based on a resonance theory of energy trans-
fer [37, 38]. The relaxation of a photoexcited donor simultaneously generates
the transition dipole which induces the formation of an excited acceptor. In
this mechanism, the transitions are conducted by allowed electric-dipole. This
requires the unchanged spins of the donor and the acceptor.
On the contrary, the Dexter model takes place via the direct electron-exchange
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interaction between the photoexcited donor and the ground state acceptor. As
if exchanging their states is a key factor of this energy transfer process, thereby,
the process occurs within the short range of 10 A˚ [39]. This mechanism allows














Figure 1.12: Schematic diagram of spin-flip activation process mediated by nanos-
tructured Si.
In order to photo-sensitise oxygen molecules, the excited triplet state donor is
required. Therefore, the Fo¨rster process, which involves only allowed transitions,
is unable to apply to a triplet-triplet annihilation between the donor and the
acceptor. However, in the Dexter process, the triplet-triplet annihilation is an
allowed mechanism, owing to the spin restrictions being lifted, and is accompanied
with the spin-flip of the O2 [40] as presented in figure 1.12. Incident light (hν)
creates excitons in the singlet state (S1) then the excitons relax to the triplet state
(T1). The transfer of energy to O2 occurs, consequently, the singlet oxygens are
created. In case of the sensitisation, only the direct electron-exchange takes place
in the energy transfer process.
1.5 Si nanocrystal as photosensitiser
As referred in the earlier section, we conclude that an ideal photo-sensitising
material should satisfy the following characteristics: first of all, the selected ma-
terial needs to be photoexcited easily; secondly, the lifetime of excited states of
the chosen material is long enough; thirdly, the excited energies cover the energy
range for the singlet oxygen generation; fourthly, there is a possibility to bring
large numbers of elected materials and the oxygen molecules into close proximity;
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finally, the photoexcited spin state of the selected material is a triplet state, in
order to overcome the selection rules for excitation of the molecular oxygen.
Nanocrystalline Si satisfies all these requirements and could be a promising can-
didate as a photosensitiser for the following reasons. Even though, Si is indirect
bandgap, the quantum confinement causes effective light emission. The spin
exchange interaction of the confined excitons forms singlet-triplet states and re-
sults in a long exciton lifetime as mentioned in section 1.3.1. The tunability of
PL emission band by adjusting the nanocrystals size also allows the matching
of the singlet 1O2 energy. A further advantage of using Si nanostructures is the
enormous effective surface area for the adsorbed O2. This advantage leads to
the short separation distance RDA in order to facilitate the spin exchange inter-
action. Finally, the triplet-triplet annihilation between the triplet exciton state
of nanocrystalline Si and the triplet O2 ground state via the spin-flip can be
achieved by the allowance of the selection rules.
For the application in photodynamic therapy, Si nanoparticles have a great po-
tential to function as the photosensitisers because of the following reason: The
nanocrystals are non-cytotoxic with the absence of light. The study of PSi as pho-
tosensitisers for singlet oxygen by Xiao (2011) found that 54% of the hydrogen-
terminated PSi degrade within 10 min at 37 ◦C in cell medium [41]. Therefore,
degradation of Si nanocrystals in vivo is quick, consequently, the possibility of
long term photosensitivity is minimised [41, 42, 43].
1.6 Outline of Thesis
The overall structure of this thesis takes the form of five chapters, including
this introduction. This chapter contains basic knowledge of the bulk Si, the Si
nanostructure and its behavior causing by the quantum confinement effect. The
materials background is provided, along with the reasons behind the selection
of Si nanocrystal as the facilitator for the photoexcitation of adsorbed oxygen
molecule. Chapter 2 includes the synthesis of nanocrystalline Si along with the
investigation of Si excitons by optical processes such as photoluminescence and
Raman spectroscopy. Chapter 3 describes the design, synthesis, characterization
and evaluation of the incorporation of Si nanoparticles into an aerogel including
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the possibility to achieve the energy transfer with oxygen molecules. Chapter 4
presents the results of nanocrystalline Si by magneto-optical photoluminescence
in the presence and the absence of molecular oxygen. In this chapter, the theo-
retical model of the energy transfer mechanism is discussed and compared with
the experimental results. Chapter 5 concludes the current work with an overview
of the findings as well as the future work in this research area.
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Porous silicon (PSi) was first discovered by Uhlirs during an electrochemical
etching of silicon (Si) wafer in hydrofluoric acid in 1956 [1]. In 1990, Canham [2]
reported a visible (red) photoluminescence (PL) from PSi layers at room temper-
ature. A PL blue shift was observed when the size of the silicon structures was
reduced. Canham identified this phenomenon as an effect of a quantum confine-
ment of silicon nanostructures. Lehmann and Go¨sele [3] also reported that the
bandgap of porous silicon is larger than bulk crystalline silicon and attributed
this increase to the quantum confinement. However, the mechanism of the lu-
minescence from nano-silicon particles was widely discussed; many publications
debated different theories about the origin of the visible PL [4, 5, 6] from PSi.
Nevertheless, there is a large volume of published studies supporting the theory
of the quantum confinement effect [7, 8]. Since then, silicon nanoparticles have
become more attractive for potential applications.
2.2 Synthesis of silicon nanocrystals
There are several different ways to produce silicon nanocrystals, for example,
aerosol procedure [9], thermal precipitation of silicon atoms implanted in SiO2
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[10], plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition [11] or magnetron sputtering
[12]. The conventional method of producing silicon nanocrystals is the electro-
chemical etching of bulk silicon in order to obtain porous silicon (PSi). The
advantages of this method include good homogeneity and the possibilities to de-
sign thickness, porosity and pore sizes.
The morphology of PSi depend on the type and doping level of bulk Si as shown in
table 2.1. The p-type Si wafer (commonly doped with boron) generates mesopores
to micropores, the highly doped n+ also gives mesopores. But the n-type bulk Si
(normally with phosphorus-doped) tends to create macroporous silicon. There-
fore, the pore diameter of p-type Si increases with the doping concentration. On
the other hand, the n-Si pore diameter decreases with the doping concentration.
Table 2.1: Summary of the types of silicon morphologies. [13]
Silicon substrate type resistivity (Ω cm) Pore type Pore size (nm)
p− 1-20 Micropores ≤ 2
p+ 0.1-0.01 Mesopores 2-50
p++ ≤0.01-0.001 Mesopores 2-50
n+ 0.1-0.01 Mesopores 2-50
n ≥1 Macropores >50
The properties of PSi depend on the fabrication conditions such as the substrate
type, doping level, crystal lattice orientation, hydrofluoric acid (HF) concentra-
tion, current density and etching time. In this thesis, p-type B-doped silicon
substrates (100) with resistivities of 1-10 Ω cm and 10-20 Ω cm have been used
to fabricate PSi to obtain microporous Si. Before etching, the bulk Si substrate
needs a thermal treatment in order to get rid of a hydrogen-diffused surface which
commonly occurs during the Si wafer preparation. An oxide layer from this stage
is removed by soaking this substrate in HF solution prior the etching process.
2.2.1 Fabrication of Porous Silicon
PSi is generated by electrochemical etching of crystalline silicon in hydrofluoric
acid (HF) electrolyte. Anodisation of bulk Si in HF solutions creates pores and Si
fragments. The size of these network pores can be reduced from the micrometer
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down to the nanometer scale. [3, 14]. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic diagram
of the anodisation method. A bulk silicon wafer is fixed by a teflon reservoir
that is resistant to hydrofluoric acid (HF) and ethanol. An electro-chemically
etched substrate of silicon is fixed on the copper back contact with an O-ring
to seal the anodised cell. A Platinum mesh loop, which is used as a cathode, is
immersed in HF electrolyte and placed parallel to the wafer to achieve a uniform










Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of electrochemical cell : A reservoir contains HF
electrolyte. A platinum wire is immersed in the HF solution, as cathode. A
crystalline Si wafer sits on a copper plate which acts as the anode.
HF electrolyte solution can be produced by a mixture of aqueous HF (49 wt%
HF in water) with ethanol in a ratio of 1:1 by volume and using a power supply
working as a current source. The power supply is set to provide a constant current
density of 37 mA/cm2 then connected with a positive lead to the copper back
contact; a negative lead to the platinum electrode. Etchting time is about 5-8
minutes to achieve a desirable PSi sample.
2.2.2 Pore Formation
The pore formation mechanism can be explained either by chemical or physical
factors [13, 15]. Before applying an electric field, the hydrogen (H) saturated
silicon surface is not attacked by fluoride ion (F−) as presented in figure 2.2(a).
By the applied electric field, valence band holes reach the surface of Si then a
Si-H bond is susceptible to attack by the F− to form a Si-F bond (figure 2.2(b)).
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Due to polarisation effect from the Si-F bond, the second F− attacks and replaces
the remaining Si-H (figure 2.2(c)). In figure 2.2(c), the polarisation of Si-F bond
is strong enough to reduce the electron density of Si-Si back bonds; then, these
weakened bonds can be attacked by HF or H2O. The silicon tetrafluoride reacts
with the HF and forms the SiF−26 that leaves H-passivated surface as shown in
figure2.2(d). For any remaining Si-F bonds, the H2O can takeover the reaction
and remove Si-F species from the surface [15]. The absence of Si-F species agrees
well with FTIR measurements as presented in section 2.4. From FTIR results,
the main identified vibration modes come from hydrides Si-H, Si-H2 and Si-H3


































Figure 2.2: Mechanism for electrochemical etching of silicon in hydrofluoric acid
(HF) associated with porous silicon formation (adapted from [3]) .
The physical factors that involved in pore formation are the electronic properties
of the Si substrate such as the band structure, the type and dopant concentra-
tion etc [13]. Due to the excess valence band holes of p-type Si, there is no
space-charge region that would produce a depletion between pores to stop the
dissolution process. Therefore, the depletion region in p-type Si is originated
from the quantum confinement of charge carriers [3]. The quantum confinement
causes an increase of the effective energy band gap (details in chapter 1) which
excludes valence band holes from these small region of the PSi.
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2.3 Physical Characterisation of Porous Silicon
This section contains results of porosity, pore size and morphology that were de-
termined by different methods. These include both destructive and non-destructive
measurements, and the basic concepts and characteristic analysis of PSi samples.
2.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a technique that generates images of
sample by focusing an electron beam in a small spot which is scanned across the
surface of the sample. Images are commonly formed by collecting of secondary
electrons or back scattered electrons which contains information about sample’s
surface topography and chemical combination. This tool can be used to quantify
pore size, morphology and sample thickness.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: SEM images of PSi30 sample. (a) is a plan-view image with ×25,000
magnification. (b) is a cross-section view with ×5,500 magnification. The red
scale bars are 1 µm.
Figure 2.3 shows SEM images of the PSi30 sample. This sample was prepared
from (100) p-type silicon with 1-10 Ωcm resistivity, etched in a 1:1 (by volume) of
49% aqueous HF : ethanol solution. The porosity is 67.1%. Figure 2.3(a) shows
the top-view of PSi with interconnected pores. Estimated pores sizes vary from
20 nm to 200 nm which would be a combination of mesopores and micropores
as shown in table 2.1. Figure 2.3(b) displays the cross-section view showing
the branshed and the “fir tree” structure. The thickness of this sample can be
approximated around 11 µm.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Comparison of SEM plan-view images PSi samples with different
preparation conditions to produce the various sizes and porosities. Both images
have ×25,000 magnification. The red scale bars are 1 µm. Both are prepared from
(100) p-type silicon, etched in a 1:1 (by volume) of 49% aqueous HF : ethanol
solution. Sample (a) (PSi34) and (b) (PSi703) are prepared from Si wafer with 1-
10 Ωcm and 10-20 Ωcm resistivities, respectively. PSi 34 and 703 have porosities
of 49.4% and 86.35, respectively.
SEM images from various samples are shown in figure 2.4. Obviously, the average
pore size of PSi34 is smaller than PSi703 although the porosity of PSi34 is less
than PSi703. As mentioned in section 2.2, the properties of a PSi sample can
be designed by the preparation conditions. Other characterisation methods to
determine porosity and thickness of the PSi samples will be shown in the next
section.
2.3.2 Gravimetric measurement






The gravimetric method is the simplest way to measure the porosity. It is, how-
ever, the least accurate method because this measurement is based on the as-
sumption that the PSi layer is uniform. In reality, the preparation condition of
PSi can cause non-uniform PSi layers. Therefore the gravimetric measurement
that normally gives an average porosity value can be incorrect.
The gravimetric analysis is determined by weighing the sample before (m1) and
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after (m2) etching, therefore the total pores volume is
Vpores =
m1 −m2
ρSi − ρair , (2.2)
where ρSi and ρair are the density of crystalline silicon (2.33 g/cm
3) and air(0.126
g/cm3), respectively. Knowing the thickness (d) and area (A) of the PSi sample
then by applying equation 2.2 into 2.1 then
P =
m1 −m2
(ρSi − ρair)Ad (2.3)
For the thickness measurement, an optical microscope is used to measure the
value which means the sample is needed to be cleaved.
Table 2.2: Gravimetric data and calculated porosity of some PSi samples
m1(g) m2(g) d (µm) Diameter (mm) Porosity (%)
3.17876 3.16114 8.4 39.15 79.01
3.1376 3.1183 13.8 38.74 52.83
2.95576 2.9402 7.8 39.12 75.28
2.94975 2.93411 8.4 38.96 70.83
Table 2.2 shows gravimetric data and porosity from p-type PSi samples. By
weighing the Si substrate before and after etching, we should obtain the m1 and
m2, respectively.
2.3.3 Reflection measurement
As mentioned in 2.3.2, the gravimetric method is the least accurate way to de-
termine the PSi thickness, therefore this section explains another technique of
optical reflectance. A schematic set up diagram of the reflectance measurement
is displayed in figure 2.5.
A 100-Watt halogen lamp creates the white light that is passed through a lens
and a pinhole to make a parallel beam. The beam passes through a beam splitter,










Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of reflectance measurement.
reflection of the interface between medium/PSi and PSi/bulk Si, which is recorded
by a CCD. The measurement displays Fabry-Pe´rot interference spectra which rely
on the presence of a single porous layer on top the polished-back silicon substrate
for determination the porosity of PSi sample.















where r1 and r2 are the reflection coefficients of optical waves at the interface
air/PSi and PSi/Si substrate, respectively, δ1 is the change in phase of the inter-
fering beam in the PSi layer, n1 is refractive index of PSi, d1 is the thickness of
the PSi, and λ is the wavelength of the light. The optical path length n1d1 can
be calculated by considering in case of adjacent extrema (minima or maxima)
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when cos2δ1 = ±1 then equation 2.4 will be
n1d1 =
λiλi+1
4(λi − λi+1) , (2.5)
where λi and λi+1 are the positions of two closest extrema. Therefore knowing
d1, we can calculate the PSi reflective index by equation2.5.
The porosity of the PSi can be derived by using the Bruggeman effective medium
approximations (EMA) [18, 19, 20]. The EMA theory assumes that the medium is
spherical inclusions or circular inclusions in a two-dimensional composite [21, 22].







+ . . . = 0, (2.6)
where fa+fb+. . .=1. fa and fb are respectively the volume fractions of material
a and b and εa, εb are the dielectric constants of a and b and εeff is effective
dielectric constant.
Applying to the PSi case, fa is a volume fraction of air inside porous medium,
which equals to P , εa=εair=n
2
air and the b material is bulk Si, therefore fb=fSi=1−
P and εb=εSi=n
2













where nair ≈ 1, nSi ≈ 3.47 [18, 23] and neff is the refractive index of PSi which
can be obtained from n1 in equation 2.5. Therefore applying the EMA from
equation 2.7, the porosity can be measured out.
An example of optical reflectivity spectra in figure 2.6 demonstrates the Fabry-
Pe´rot interference patterns. A black solid line and a blue dashed line are, re-
spectively, a normalised reflectance spectra and a calculated reflectance spectra.
The thickness of this sample is 7.8 µm measured by the optical microscope. By
the fitting in figure 2.6, the results from this analysis are neff = 1.574 µm and
P = 69.7% at λ = 1.2 µm. The results in table 2.3 present the calculated poros-
ity and refractive index of PSi samples. This also includes a comparison of the
porosity by reflectivity measurement with the gravimetry.
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 PSi in air
 Fitting
Figure 2.6: Normalised reflection spectra of a PSi : solid line is an experimental
result and dash line is a fitting
This section describes and discusses the methods used to provide the physical
characteristics of PSi samples. SEM images declare the traditional fir tree struc-
ture of PSi and can be used to estimate the pore sizes. The porosities were
measured by both gravimetric and optical reflectance for comparison.
2.4 Fourier transform infrared transmission
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a common technique used to determine the qualita-
tive and quantitative features of compounds [24]. Each molecule has an oscillation
with a set of vibrational frequencies. If the IR frequency is associated with that
oscillating vibration then the molecule absorbs the IR radiation. This absorption
is resonant frequency. Therefore, the resulting spectrum can be used to identify
and characterise the sample. Since, each molecule and atomic bond contains its
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Table 2.3: Calculated porosity and reflective index of some PSi samples at λ =1.2
µm
EMA method Gravimetric method





Note: PSi samples in this table is the same series of the sample in table 2.2.
own unique vibration frequency, IR spectra provides information about molecular
structure and bonds.
Originally, the conventional IR experiment was a dispersive technique, by apply-
ing a diffraction grating to disperse the frequencies of IR source, which means
data points at each frequency are measured one at a time. This results in both
time consuming measurement and poor signal to noise ratio in spectrum. In the
early 1970’s, these limitations were overcome by using Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR)[25]. FT-IR is typically based on principle of Michelson’s
interferometer and Fourier transform technique to convert a time-domain into
its corresponding frequencies. Light from IR source is directed to a beam split-
ter that divides reflected and transmitted light to a fixed and a moving mirror,
respectively as displayed in figure 2.7. Both beams reflect off their respective
mirrors. With the mirror movement, an optical path different is occurred δ = 2∆
where ∆ is a mirror displacement. For constructive interference, a maximum in-
tensity signal is observed then δ = nλ where n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. On the other hand,
a minimum intensity can be detected when δ = (n + 1
2
)λ where n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
for destructive case. Therefore, the mirror moves back and forth, and creates a
sinusoidal wave in the intensity of the signal which is referred as an interferogram.
As each frequency produces its interferogram, the detector determines the sum
of all the interferograms that can be converted by using the Fourier transform to
a corresponding spectrum F (ω). All frequencies are measured simultaneously in
a single data collection leading to very fast measurement. So the spectrum can









Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram of Michelson interferometer














where ω is angular frequency, x is optical path length, F (ω) is a spectrum and
f(x) is the interferogram points.
The FT-IR spectroscopy can be applied to samples in either solid, liquid or gas
phase. Traditionally, FT-IR is a technique based upon the transmission of IR
passing directly through the sample, meaning that the IR beam also needs to
penetrate through the bulk Si substrate. Commonly, free carriers in Si strongly
absorb IR radiation therefore with the transmission configuration, the samples,
especially, with highly doped Si substrate, have too strong absorbing signals. The
other problem is that Fabry-Pe´rot interference can appear in the transmission
mode [13]. This interference in IR spectra obscures the IR peaks of interest
and consequently, attenuated total reflectance (ATR) is used to encounter these
problems.
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The ATR technique applies the total internal reflection principle. We are con-
sidering the beam of radiation when it passes through an interface between two
materials with different refractive indices as shown in figure 2.8. According to
Snell’s law (figure 2.8(a))
n1 sin θi = n2 sin θt,
where n1 and n2 are reflective indices of ATR cell and sample, respectively and
θi and θt are angle of incidence and transmission, respectively. Increasing θi to





Thus for all values of θi ≥ θc, total internal reflection can occur (figure 2.8(c)) at












Figure 2.8: Diagram of an internal reflection principle
This creates an evanescent wave that extends into the sample if the sample is in
contact with the ATR crystal. Also, this method can be succeeded only if the
refractive index of the crystal is greater than the sample, otherwise the internal
reflectance cannot take place (n21 = n2/n1 then n21 < 1). Figure 2.9 displays a
multiple reflection ATR system. The beam strikes and undergoes into the crystal
and reflects several times within the ATR crystal then exits towards the detector.
However, our ATR is a single reflection system, hence, only has one bounce. The








Sample in contact with evanescent wave
To Detector
Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of a typical ATR
where z is the distance normal to the optical interface, I0 is the intensity at z = 0





The penetration depth depends on the wavelength (λ), the refractive indices of
the ATR crystal (n1) and the sample (n2) and the angle of the entering light




In this case the surface of PSi can have different surface composition. The FT-IR
transmission measurements were determined by using a Perkin Elmer Frontier
FTIR. A diamond is used as the ATR crystal, which covers over wide IR spectral
range. The sample must be in direct contact with the diamond ATR head.
Table 2.4 shows the typical infrared band frequencies of PSi. The comparison of
the IR absorption spectra between an oxidised and refreshed feature of PSi film
is displayed in figure 2.10. A black line represents a refreshed sample that clearly
provides Si-Hx (x=1,2 and 3) vibrational mode with corresponding wavenumber
of 2,000-2,250 cm−1, whereas the oxidised PSi (a red line) observes an imprecise
Si-H band in this region. For the other Si-H band at 850-950 cm−1, the refreshed
PSi obviously shows these features in contrast with the oxidised PSi. However,
the oxidised PSi spectrum displays Si-O vibrations at ≈ 1, 100, ≈ 1, 010 and
≈ 800 cm−1 while Si-O absorption bands of the refreshed spectrum have virtually
disappeared at ≈ 800 cm−1 although the strong 1,050 cm−1 band still appears.
This can imply that the surfaces of the refreshed PSi are H-terminated upon the
removal of oxide layer by HF refreshing.
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Figure 2.10: Normalised ATR-FTIR spectra of refreshed and oxidised PSi at room
temperature: A PSi film was prepared from the p-type B-doped silicon substrate
(100) with resistivity of 1-10 Ωcm using a current density of 36.71 mA/cm2;
the film has 49.4% porosity and 2.18 reflective index. The sample was oxidised
about 5 weeks under ambient condition before measurement then refreshed in HF
vapour and remeasured.
Figure 2.11 illustrates both PSi samples exhibit the Si-H vibrational bands at
about 2,000-2,250 cm−1 and 850-950 cm−1. Also the IR absorption bands at-
tributable to Si-CH species (2,850-3,000 cm−1) and Si-F (810 cm−1) are detected.
The spectra obviously show that the IR absorption of sample PSi34 is signifi-
cantly stronger than the other sample, corresponding with their porosities (the
porosity of samples PSi30 and PSi34 are 67.1% and 49.4%, respectively).
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Figure 2.11: Normalised FTIR spectra of PSi samples with different porosity at
room temperature. Both samples were produced from the p-type B-doped silicon
substrate (100) with resistivity of 1-10 Ωcm with different current densities and
time to achieve various porosities. Black and red lines present IR spectra of PSi30
with a porosity of 67.1% and a refractive index of 1.64 and PSi34 with a porosity
of 49.4% and a refractive index of 2.18, respectively.
2.5 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is the inelastic scattering of light. The vibrational Raman
scattering was discovered in 1928 by the Indian physicist C.V. Raman [29]. Ra-
man scattered light is frequency-shifted with respect to the excitation frequency,
but the magnitude of the shift is independent of the excitation frequency. In this
section, Raman scattering has been used to examine the surface termination of
PSi with complementary to the FTIR technique. The vibrational Raman mecha-
nism involves an interaction of photons with phonon modes and the energies can
either lose (Strokes) or gain (anti-Strokes) relative to the excitation energy, as
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Table 2.4: Common infrared bands associated with porous silicon [13, 27, 28]
Frequency (cm−1) Species Mode
2965 Si-CH3 antisymmetric stretching C-H
2927 Si-CH2 antisymmetric stretching C-H
2898 Si-CH3 symmetric stretching C-H
2856 Si-CH antisymmetric stretching C-H
2248 O3-SiH antisymmetric stretching Si-H
2200 O2-SiH2 symmetric stretching Si-H
2160 OSiH3 stretching Si-H
2108 Si-H2 stretching Si-H
2087 Si-H1 stretching Si-H
1463 Si-CH3 antisymmetric deformation CH3
1252 Si-CH3 symmetric deformation CH3
1056-1160 Si-O-Si symmetric stretching Si-O-Si
980-1050 Si-O-Si antisymmetric stretching Si-O-Si
948 Si2H-SiH bending Si-H
906 Si-H2 symmetric scissor Si-H2
856 Si-H2 wagging Si-H
812 Si-F symmetric Si-F
800 Si-O-Si bending Si-O
681 Si-CH3 stretching Si-C
665 Si-Hx wagging Si-H2
628 Si-Hx bending Si-H
shown:
~ωs = ~ωi ± ~ωphonon.
Here ~ωs, ~ωi and ~ωphonon are the energy of Raman shift, the incident photon
and the phonon, respectively.
In classical model, an incident electromagnetic wave with frequency υ0 is given
by
~E = ~E0 cos 2πυ0 t,
where ~E0 is the maximum value of the electric field and t is time. Considering
the dipole moment ~p of the molecule,
~p = ~µ0 + ~µ, (2.8)
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and
~µ = α~E, (2.9)
where ~µ0 is a permanent dipole moment, ~µ represents an induced dipole moment
and α is the molecular polarisability [30]. The polarisability, which is the change
of the molecule charge distribution caused by an external electric field, is a rank
2 tensor αij . When the light is incident on the molecule therefore
~p = ~µ0 + αij ~E0 cos 2πν0 t. (2.10)
The change in polarisability of the electron cloud causes a small displacement so
using a Taylor series expansion, αij can be estimated by







Here Qk is the set of nuclear displacements due to the vibrational mode in a
simple harmonic motion and can be expressed, Qk(t) = Qk0 cos (2πνvib t), where
νvib is the vibrational frequency. Then the dipole moment becomes
















[cos 2π(ν0 + νvib) t + cos 2π(ν0 − νvib) t ] .
(2.13)
The first term in equation 2.13 is the permanent dipole moment. The others vary
with three different frequencies ν0, ν0−νvib and ν0+νvib which relate to Rayleigh,
Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering, respectively.
Although the classical framework correctly predicts the frequency of the Raman
scattering, the relative intensities of Stokes and anti-Stokes signals should not be
equal according to Boltzmann distribution. This can be described by a quantum
mechanical approach such that the vibrational energy states of molecule (Evib)are
quantised and given by





where h is the Planck constant, νvib is the frequency of the vibrational mode and
nvib is the vibrational quantum number (nvib = 0, 1, 2, . . .). The incident photons
induce the molecular system into an excited virtual state (or an eigenstate of the
electronic system). The interaction with the phonon arises then as the remaining
energy decays via either Stokes or anti-Stokes scattering. Mostly, the molecular
system is found in the ground vibrational state therefore the phonon is absorbed
by the molecule and the system emits the outgoing photon with lower energy
(Stokes shift). On the other hand, if a molecule is originally located in the ex-
cited vibrational state, during scattering, the phonon is emitted by the molecule.
This causes the outgoing photon to radiate at higher energy (anti-Stokes shift),
which process is not always possible. At normal temperatures, very few molecules
occupy the excited vibrational state hence the chance of the anti-Stokes shift is
much smaller than the Stokes scattering. This leads to a reason why the relative














where Ianti−Stokes, IStokes, k and T are respectively anti-Stokes, Stokes scattering
intensities, Boltzmann constant and temperature.
Raman spectroscopy is an excellent tool to study nanocrystalline structures. Dis-
order and size of crystalline determine the shapes of Raman lines from microcrys-
talline semiconductors [32].Many articles have supported a phonon confinement
model [32, 33, 34, 35]. According to Fig. 2.12, in bulk crystalline Si (c-Si), the
first order Raman scattering at optical phonon in the center of the Brillouin zone
is shifted by 522 cm−1 (left side) : the spectrum shape is symmetric and has a
natural linewidth of 3.5 cm−1 at room temperature [36]. In nanoscale particles,
the translation symmetry of the ideal crystal is disturbed and the momentum
conservation law is weakened. When a phonon is confined within a space ∆L,
the momentum uncertainty principle is given by ∆q∆L ∼ 1. Therefore, phonons
near the momentum uncertainty around the center of the Brillouin zone become
Raman active (as shown in right side of Fig. 2.12). This means that in nanosize
particles (thus larger ∆q) the Raman spectrum shifts to lower energies and broad-
ens. Consequently, the Raman spectroscopy can be used to estimate the shape
and the size of Si nanocrystals. According to the Gaussian confinement model of
Richter et al [36] and following Campbell et al [32] for a spherical nanoparticle
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Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram of phonon dispersion relation. Left side is Raman





[ω − ω(q)]2 + (Γ0/2)2
d3q, (2.16)
where q is expressed in units of 2π/a, a is the lattice constant with equal to
0.54 nm, Γ0 is the natural linewidth of c-Si (3.6 cm
−1) at room temperature and
ω(q) is the dispersion relation of optical phonons in c-Si. We can calculate the
Raman spectrum of PSi and estimate the size of Si nanocrystals by considering





Here A = 1.714×105 cm−2 and B = 1.000×105 cm−2 were determined by neutron
scattering measurements [37]. The parabolic form of the dispersion curve also
ω(q) = ω0 − βq2, (2.18)
has been used to simplify equation 2.16 as well [34]. Here ω0 is the center phonon
wavenumber of bulk silicon(521.5 cm−1) and β is 120 cm−1.
The Raman scattering measurements were carried out using a Renishaw inVia
Raman Microscope using 532 nm and 785 nm excitation wavelength at room
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temperature. The Raman spectra were obtained by using a 50× optical micro-
scope objective with various power density of the laser. However, the high laser
power can increase the local temperature of PSi and the influence of this heating
effect also creates the asymmetrical line shape and the shift of Raman peak in
silicon nanocrystal due to the anharmonic phonon processes [38, 39]. Figure 2.13
demonstrates the normalised Raman spectra of a PSi sample with different power
densities. As shown in figure 2.13, increase of the power density leads to a broad






















Raman shift / cm-1
(a)
Figure 2.13: Normalised Raman spectra of the PSi500 which was exited by the
532 nm laser with different laser power. (a) by ≈ 200 mW/cm2; (b) by ≈ 100
mW/cm2; (c) by ≈ 20 mW/cm2 and (d) by ≈ 10 mW/cm2
low-frequency shift of the Raman spectra from 520 cm−1 at the lowest power
density to 495 cm−1 at the highest power density and the increased full-width
from 6.0 cm−1 to 18.0 cm−1. This significant change is due to the local heating
effect. Therefore, to avoid the laser heating effect, the measurements were carried
out at the lowest power density.
Figure 2.14 shows the Raman spectra from the porous silicon and the bulk silicon
with the 532 nm excitation wavelength at ≈ 10 mW/cm2. The crystalline silicon
spectrum has a symmetric line shape which is peaked at 522.5 cm−1 with a full
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Figure 2.14: Measured and calculated Raman spectra of porous silicon is pre-
sented by circle and solid line, respectively. The bulk crystalline silicon is also
included in the figure.
width at half maximum (FWHM)of 3.6 cm−1. In contrast with the bulk silicon,
a broad and downward shift were observed in Raman spectrum of porous silicon.
The Si nanocrystal peak (circle) shows a down-shift of about 3 cm−1 relative to
the peak of c-Si and a FWHM in the range of 7.5 to 7.6 cm−1. For the sake
of simplicity, we assume that Si nanocrystals have spherical grains and we then
can determine the size of Si nanocrystals (L) using equation 2.16. The black-
solid line in figure 2.14 is a calculated spectrum that the best fit applied for both
phonon dispersions. The average diameters of Si nanocrystal using equations 2.17
and 2.18 are 2.75 nm and 2.70 nm, respectively. Clearly, there is no significant
difference between the fitting result from both dispersion equations.
Compared with the SEM image of this sample in figure 2.15, the images indicate
that the grain size is in order of 20 to 40 nm which is more than 10 times larger
than the calculated result. However, the difference between these two values does
not mean that the calculation is wrong. A possible explanation for this might




Figure 2.15: SEM top-view images of PSi sample.(a) has magnification of×10,000
with the scale bar of 1 µm. (b) has magnification of ×43,000 with the scale bar
of 100 nm.
the SEM do not exactly show the pure Si nanocrystals. Several studies have
investigated the oxide thickness and have shown that it is about 10% to 25% of
the total size of the oxidized particle depend on the size of silicon nanoparticle,
temperature and time[40, 41, 42]. Appling this assumption to our case with the
20 nm approximate grain size, the ideal oxide layer should be 2 to 5 nm. Hence,
the estimate size of actual silicon nanocrystals would be 10 to 16 nm. Although,
the calculated size by Raman measurement might not agree well with the SEM
measurements, the photoluminescence (PL) analysis also reflects the quantum-
confinement effect and indicates the few nm size of the Si nanocrystal [13]. The
PL measurements will be discussed in section 2.6.
However, there is no excitation wavelength factor in the phonon confinement
model. Considering the Raman spectra as a function of excitation wavelength,
figure 2.16 shows three PSi Raman spectra which were measured at two different
excitation wavelengths. A narrowing of the spectra and a reduced peak shift at
longer excitation wavelength were observed on all samples. Table 2.5 presents the
41
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Figure 2.16: Measured and calculated Raman spectra of three porous silicon films
at 532 and 785 nm are presented by circle and solid line, respectively. Insets are
the PL spectra excited by 450 nm (2.76 eV) : (a) PSi350, (b) PSi500 and (c)
PSi2501
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results of PSi samples obtained from the fitting by the two excitation wavelengths.
It seems possible that these results are due to the fact that the excitation beam
Table 2.5: Calculated particle size and basic parameters from Raman measure-
ment by 532 nm and 785 nm excitation wavelength
Excitation wavelength sample Raman shift FWHM L (nm) L (nm)
(nm) (cm−1) (cm−1) eq.2.17 eq.2.18
532 350 3.0 7.6 2.75 2.70
500 2.5 7.0 2.90 2.70
2501 2.0 7.0 2.70 2.70
785 350 1.0 7.0 9.80 10.4
500 0.3 6.3 12.0 12.5
2501 1.0 5.9 8.80 9.60
penetrates deeper at longer wavelengths. Assuming that porosity decreased with
depth, therefore, the narrowing of the spectra could be dominated by the larger
grains from the deeper surface or the c-Si from the substrate. In order to examine
this explanation, a depth series Raman experiment was carried out at 532 nm
and 785 nm excitation. Comparisons between the two wavelengths at different
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Figure 2.17: Normalised Raman spectra of porous silicon film at 532 and 785
nm excitation wavelength which are presented by a black solid line and a red dot
line, respectively, at different layer depths.
layer depths were shown in figure 2.17. It is apparent from this result that the
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Raman line shape depends on the excitation wavelength and the spectra with 532
nm excitation are always broader than the spectra with 785 nm excitation. Also,
several studies have revealed that, even for the free standing PSi samples, this
Raman feature was still detected [43, 44, 45]. Therefore, the different penetration
depth model can not explain these results.
It is apparent from the insets in figure 2.16 that the PL spectra are very broad and
lie in region of 1.4 to 2.5 eV. This indicates the various sizes of PSi grains which
give another possible explanation for the dependence of excitation wavelength
in the Raman feature as follows. Due to the size distribution of the samples,
resonant Raman scattering (RRS) must play a major role in this case. When the
excitation energy matches the band edge of a certain particle size, these associated
particles will dominate the Raman spectrum due to the RRS effect. The higher
energy will excite smaller nanoparticles as appeared in figure 2.16. Therefore,
the excitation wavelength dependent of Raman scattering originates from the
resonance size-selection effect which is corresponding with the size distribution
of Si nanoparticles.
2.6 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy
Photoluminescence(PL) spectroscopy is a nondestructive technique that is used
for investigating and probing the electronic states of semiconductors. When the
photo-excitation energy is higher than the energy gap of the semiconductor, elec-
trons within the valence band will move into permissible excited states and create
electron-hole pairs. The energy can be released when these electrons return to
their equilibrium state. This process may occur with the emission of light (a
radiative process) or without (a nonradiative process). In radiative recombina-
tion, the PL energy corresponds to the difference in energy levels between this
transition.
The experimental setup is shown in figure 2.18. A solid-state 450 nm laser is used
to excite PSi samples ,which can be replaced with an 488 nm argon ion laser or
a Verdi V6 solid-state laser (532 nm). Light entering the cryostat is linearly
polarized. The sample holder is interchangeable; data shown in this report was
taken mainly in the backscattering configuration shown in the inset of figure 2.18
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as this helps to limit the stray laser light that is elastically scattered from the
sample.
Solid-state laser 450 nm/
Ar+laser 488 nm /

















Figure 2.18: Sketch of a photoluminescence experimental setup. The image is
edited with thanks to L.C. Smith.
The cryostat (Oxford Instruments Spectromag) contains a 6T split coil magnet
allowing for easy optical access on all sides of the sample. In the centre of the
magnet the sample sits in a liquid helium bath at a temperature of 1.5K. This is
cooled by a larger surrounding liquid helium bath and a liquid nitrogen bath. The
outer chamber of the magnet is evacuated as a final layer of insulation. The entire
cryostat can be rotated through 90◦ to perform experiments in either Faraday or
Voigt geometry meaning that the magnetic field (B) is applied perpendicular or
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parallel to the sample surface, respectively. To investigate the effect of molecular
oxygen adsorbed into a surface of Si nanocrystals measurement, an oxygen reser-
voir was used to supply O2 into the sample space which can controlled by a valve
connected between the reservoir and the sample space.
After the cryostat, light from the sample passes through the lenses which are used
to collect the scattered light entering through the single spectrometer that can
detect the spectral range from 1.2 to 3.0 eV. A charge coupled devices (CCD)
(Princeton instruments CCD 512TK) camera was used to recorded the results as
intensity vs position, and was calibrated to read intensity vs wavelength. This
CCD camera can detect spectra in the NIR and visible spectral range.

















Figure 2.19: Normalised PL spectra of the different PSi samples at room tem-
perature, Eex = 2.755 eV. The PL spectra show the tunability of the PL band of
PSi films with different etching conditions.
In early 1990s, Canham reported efficient visible photoluminescence (PL) from
porous silicon at room temperature and interpreted this phenomenon as arising
from quantum confinement effect [2]. Then in 1991, Lehmann and Go¨sele also
identified that an increase of the effective band gap energy is due to the quantum
confinement effect [3]. The tunability of the PL band in PSi is controlled by
the size of nanocrystals which, due to the formation process, have a large size
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distribution. Therefore, the emission is in a broad energy range with FWHM of
about 300 to 400 meV as presented in figure 2.19. The SEM images in section 2.3.1
also indicate the wide size distribution of our samples. Obviously, the emitting
states of Si nanocrystals are driven to higher energy by the quantum confinement
effect [46, 47, 48]. When the Si nanocrystal size is smaller, the band gap should
increase and the PL spectrum moves to the blue as shown in figure 2.19 in which
the blue spectrum arises from the smaller average size of Si nanoparticle than
the red solid spectrum. Table 2.6 shows the lists of luminescence bands from
Table 2.6: Porous Si luminescence band adapted from [49]
Spectral range Peak wavelength (nm) Luminescence band label
UV ∼ 350 UV band
blue-green ∼ 470 F band
blue-red 400-800 S band
near IR 1100-1500 IR band
PSi samples. In this research, we focus on the “S band” luminescence, for which
the emission lifetime is in order of microseconds. By contrast, the “F band” has
fast decay time of a few nanoseconds. It has been suggested that the F band
originates from the oxidised PSi [50]. For infrared emission, it has been proposed
that it can arise from dangling bonds [51]. Also the UV band has been observed
from oxidised PSi which can relate to defects in oxide layer [49]. In order to emit
S band luminescence, the dominant size of the PSi samples must be on the scale
of quantum-sized Si particles [13, 49, 52].
2.6.1 Time resolved measurements
In order to understand the luminescence process of PSi, the time dependence
of the PL from PSi is one of the most important factors to investigate. The
time evolution of PL intensity measurement was set up as in figure 2.20 in order
to investigate continuous illumination during set time intervals. The laser light
passes through a mechanical light chopper which is used to trigger a lock-in
amplifier. A gated intensified CCD has been employed for this technique, which
has a time resolution of 5 ns. The measurement gate width and the delay time
can be varied from ns to ms in order to observe PL intensity.
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Figure 2.20: Sketch of a time-evolution experimental setup for PSi.
Figure 2.21 shows the results from the time evolution measurements of PSi at
room temperature. The dashed arrow line shows that the PL intensities decrease
with increasing of delay times. Inset are the PL decays of the different energy
emissions which clearly shows the strong dependence between the decay times
and the detection energy. The lifetimes become shorter with increasing detection
energies. From time-resolved studies, PL decay profiles are multi-exponential [46]
and can be modeled by using a stretched exponential function [53, 54]:
IPL(t) = I0 exp[−t/τ ]β , (2.19)
where IPL(t) is the luminescence intensity, I0 is the luminescence intensity at
t = 0, τ is the PL lifetime and β ≤ 1 is a dispersion exponent. This suggests
a distribution of recombination rates at the same emission energy. The inset
of figure 2.21 shows the multi-exponential behaviour which is typical for PSi
samples. To calculate the lifetime (τ), the fitting by the stretched exponential in
equation 2.19 is presented in the inset of figure 2.22.
Figure 2.22 shows the decay times range from 2.0 µs at 2.2 eV to 13 µs at 1.63 eV
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Figure 2.21: Time evolution PL spectra of PSi at room temperature. Inset is
the normalised PL decays at the selective detection energy as indicated (the solid
lines are the guiding line to the eyes) . The excitation energy is 2.54 eV.
which the lifetime at the lower emission energies is six times longer than the life-
time at the higher energy. This result supports the quantum confinement model
and can be explained as follows: when the size of Si nanocrystals decreases (cor-
responding with the higher energies) , their electron-hole wave functions overlaps
more in momentum space than in large particles (equivalent to the lower energies).
Therefore, with stronger confinement, faster quasi-direct exciton recombination
arises. Nevertheless, the room temperature lifetime in PSi is longer than in di-
rect gap semiconductors (typically, in order of nanosecond). This suggests that
PSi is still an indirect bandgap semiconductor. The lifetime of PSi is strongly
temperature dependent [49, 53, 54, 55].
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Figure 2.22: Spectral dispersion of the exciton lifetime of PSi at room temper-
ature. The connecting line is for guiding the eyes. Inset shows the stretched
exponential fits of the PL decay at 2.2 and 1.63 eV by using the stretched expo-
nential model.
2.6.2 Frequency resolved measurements
The frequency-resolved spectroscopy (FRS) has been used to examine the tem-
perature dependence of PSi lifetime [56]. The experimental setup is presented
in figure 2.23. A PSi sample was installed in a closed-cycle cryostat which can
cool the system down to 10 K. The 532 nm laser was modulated sinusoidally
by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) over a range of frequencies from 10Hz to
100kHz. The PL was detected by a photomultiplier at photon energies of 1.52
eV to 1.91 eV and the in-phase signal was obtained by a SR400 gated photon
counter which was triggered by a function generator that provides the frequency
up to 15MHz.
The experiment was set to measure the lifetime at various PL photon energies
in the range 1.52 eV to 1.91 eV, and over the temperature range 10 K to 292 K.
Figure 2.24 presents the intensities of the in-phase signal of FRS as a function
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Figure 2.23: Sketch of a frequency-resolved experimental setup for PSi.
of frequency with varying temperatures at PL energy of 1.78 eV. It is appar-
ent from the graph that the spectra are strongly temperature dependence. The
FRS intensity, as shown in figure 2.24, increases with decreasing frequency then
reaches a saturated point. This feature is shown in all FRS spectra at different
temperatures.







where n is the number of carriers in the photoexcited state, g is the generation
rate and τ is the lifetime. If the excitation is modulated at an angular frequency
ω then
g(t) = g0 + g1 e
iωt.
Let us assume n has a component also at eiωt, hence,
n(t) = n0 + n1 e
iωt,
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Figure 2.24: Frequency-resolved spectra with various temperatures from 10 K to
292 K increase as shown by arrow sign. Excitation energy is 2.33 eV with the
power density of 44.8 mW/cm2 at detection energy of 1.78 eV.
giving equation 2.20 as
0 + iωn1 e
iωt = g0 − n0
τ
+ (g1 − n1
τ
) eiωt. (2.21)
By equating coefficients of 1 and eiωt, so equation 2.21 shows that




iωn1 = g1 − n1
τ
. (2.23)
Equation 2.22 is the continuous wave solution which presents the rate equation
in the steady state photoluminescence case. Equation 2.23 represents the FRS





The saturation case (ω → 0) leads to n1 → g1τ . On the other hand, at high
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frequency (ω → ∞) n1 is equal to 0. Clearly, this response gives the limiting







1 + ω2τ 2
. (2.25)




2 + ω2τ 2
1 + ω2τ 2
, (2.26)
is exactly the value obtained from experiments. By fitting the result with this
equation, the lifetime is delivered as presented in figure 2.25. Figure 2.25 shows




















Figure 2.25: Frequency-resolved spectrum at T = 295 K. Excitation energy is
2.33 eV with the power density of 44.8 mW/cm2 at detection energy of 1.86 eV.
The square and line represent the experimental result and the fit from equation
2.26, respectively.
an example of FRS spectrum compared with the fit obtained from equation 2.26.
As can be seen, the fit does not match the experimental measurement. Due to the
size distribution of the PSi sample, the PL lifetime is also distributed. However,
equation 2.26 holds strictly only for the single lifetime, thus, it could not fit the
whole range of the frequencies as shown in figure 2.25. Nevertheless, it can still
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reveal changes in lifetime distribution.
Therefore, we assume that the lifetime at the half-saturation intensity point rep-
resents an average lifetime of the sample. Figure 2.26 shows the lifetimes obtained































Inverse Temperature / (K-1)
Figure 2.26: Spectral dispersion of the exciton lifetimes of PSi at various PL
detection energy from 1.52 eV to 1.91 eV plotted as a function of inverse temper-
atures. The connecting line is for guiding the eyes. Inset is the lifetimes plotted
as a function of temperature.
from the FRS measurements plotted as a function of inverse temperatures at four
different PL energy. As can be seen from the results in figure 2.26, the decay times
increase drastically with decreasing temperature. For example, the decay time
at 1.91 eV rises from 32 µs at 150 K to 1.05 ms at 10K. It has been proposed
that the temperature dependence of decay time arises from a splitting of localised
exciton state into a two level system by an energy splitting ∆ [55]. There are
a singlet and a triplet state as an upper (τU) and lower state (τL), respectively.





3 + exp(−∆/kT ) , (2.27)
where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. τ is assumed to be
radiative decay time, however, in reality the PL decay time from the experimental
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results is a combination of both radiative and non-radiative decay processes.




















where τr and τnr are the radiative and the non-radiative decay time of excitons,






where Wr and Wnr are the radiative and non-radiative recombination rates, re-
spectively. At room and elevated temperature, non-radiative decay plays a domi-
nant role in the relaxation process due to thermally activated transport of carriers
so the carriers are able to reach the non-radiative centers [7, 49]. From figure 2.22,
the decay time at room temperature is in the range of tens of microseconds which
indicates that most excitons recombine within the nanocrystals and cannot reach
the non-radiative centres. This conclusion further supports the idea that the high
quantum yield of PSi is associated with the disability of the non-radiative process
rather than the reduction of the radiative lifetime [57]. At lower temperatures
than 150 K, it is clearly demonstrated from inset of figure 2.26 that the decay
times rise as the temperature decreases. This suggests that the recombination
process in this temperature range arises mainly from radiative transition, there-
fore we can apply equation 2.27 to fit the lifetime results as shown in figure 2.27.
Figure 2.27 plots log10(τ) versus inverse temperature for two PL energies (1.91 and
1.52 eV). The solid and dash lines are the result of the fits with equation 2.27 while
τU , τL and are adjustable parameters. These parameters are presented in figure
2.28 and 2.29. Figure 2.28 provides the energy dependence of the energy splitting
(∆) with increasing from 5 meV at 1.52 eV to 8.5 eV at 1.91 eV. Both graphs
clearly show that these parameters are intensely dependent with the PL energy.
This evidence also supports the quantum confinement model as the excitons are
localised which each state is split by an exchange interaction into a spin singlet
and a spin triplet. In the strong quantum confinement model, the exchange
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Figure 2.27: The temperature dependence of the PL lifetime. The squares and
dots represent the decay time at 1.91 and 1.52 eV, respectively. The solid and
dash line are the fits from equation 2.27 at 1.91 and 1.52 eV, respectively.
splitting is enhanced and consistent with the energy splitting ∆. As shown in
this result, increased PL energy (small nanocrystal) lifts up ∆, which indicate
that ∆ is the exchange splitting, τU and τL are the singlet and the triplet lifetime,
respectively [55].
This conclusion leads to an explanation of the temperature dependence of the
lifetime in the inset of figure2.26 as follow. At low temperature (T≤30K), the
thermal energy of the excitons (kT = 2.58meV ) is lower than the splitting energy
which is 4-15 meV [55, 58] depend on the PL energy therefore the PL only arises
from the triplet state. The decay time from this state is very long (in order of ms)
owing to the optical forbidden transition. On the contrary, when temperature is
raised (kT >> ∆), the population of excitons in singlet state increases so the
lifetime is shorter, in the order of µs.
Figure 2.29 plots the upper (singlet) and lower (triplet) state lifetimes against
the PL energy. The lifetime of the upper state is of the order of ten µs and
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Figure 2.28: The energy splitting (∆) be-
tween singlet and triplet states as a function
of the PL energy. The line is a guide for the
eyes.




































Figure 2.29: The lifetimes of the upper
(τU ) and lower (τL) states are represented
by square and dot symbols, respectively, as a
function of the PL energy.The lines are guide
for the eyes.
dramatically declines at high PL energy whereas the lower state lifetime is of the
order of ms. It clearly shows that the upper state lifetimes are much shorter than
the lower state lifetimes. The energy dependence of the upper state lifetime is in
agreement with the room temperature lifetime in section 2.6.1, which confirms
the confinement effect. On the other hand, the τL shows the independence of
PL energy (Si nanocrystals size). This could lead to an assumption that the
origin of the lower state lifetime mechanism differs from the upper state lifetime.
Dovrat et al. [57] proposed that nonradiative processes play a dominant role in
the lower state lifetime. However, the exchange splitting model still exists and
agrees with the assumption of Dovrat due to the long lifetime of the triplet state
lifetime. Therefore, the lifetime of the triplet state is long and less sensitive to
the nanocrystals size.
The lifetimes as a function of PL energy are presented in figure 2.30. It is apparent
that the lifetimes depend strongly on the photon energy at temperatures above
50 K. In contrast to temperatures below 50 K, the PL decay lifetime is not
sensitive to the PL emission energy. This implies that different factors dominate
the decay process in different temperature ranges. This result is consistent and
supports the above assumption about the mechanisms of decay process. As can
be seen from figure 2.30 for the temperature range from 50 K to 290 K, large size
nanoparticles (low PL energy) have a long decay time, then for smaller particle
size, the lifetime rapidly becomes shorter. An explanation for the lifetime in
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Figure 2.30: Lifetime as a function of the detected photon energy at various
temperatures. The connecting lines are to guide the eye.
this temperature range is that the recombination process is dominated by the
radiative process and the excitons can occupy in both singlet and triplet states
according to the exchange splitting model. The transition mainly launches from
the fast singlet state rather than the optical forbidden triplet state, therefore, the
PL lifetimes are remarkably dependent on the emission energy in the same trend
as the singlet state lifetime τU as shown in figure 2.29 and 2.30.
However, the low temperature range (from 30 K down to 10 K) reveals a weak
dependence of the PL lifetime as a function of the emission energy. The observed
independence of lifetime could be attributed to the non-radiative recombination
which dominates the triplet lifetime. At this temperature, excitons have more
opportunities to occupy in the triplet state rather than the singlet state, hence,
the behavior of the lower lifetime τL plays a crucial role on the independent of
these PL lifetimes as can be seen in figure 2.29 and 2.30.
The temperature dependence of the PL intensity is shown in figure 2.31. It is
apparent from this graph that the PL intensity significantly increases from room
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Figure 2.31: Normalised PL intensity as a function of temperature. The excita-
tion wavelength is 2.775 eV with the power density of 44.8mW/cm2. The line is
to guide the eye.
temperature to 60 K approximately by a factor of 2 and then slightly decreases
at lower temperature. It has been proposed by Suemoto et al. [59] that the slight
decrease of PL intensity at the low temperature can be attributed to a slow tun-
neling of carriers to nonradiative centres. At higher temperatures, the radiative
transition is fast enough to take over the luminescence process. This conclusion
agrees well with our results and on the explanation of the decay mechanisms over
the temperature range. In contrast to this assumption, however, several stud-
ies have described that the slight decline of PL intensity at lower temperature
range is due to nonradiative Auger recombination when the excitation intensity
is intense enough [58, 60, 61]. The exciton lifetime is extremely long at this tem-
perature range and so there is a high chance that the next photon arrives before
the excitons can radiatively recombine. According to the strong excitation inten-
sity, the carrier density is already high, therefore, exciton recombination energy,
instead of emitting photon, is used to excite the charge carrier. The nonradiative
Auger recombination occurs, hence, the PL is suppressed at the low temperature.
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2.7 Conclusion
In summary, porous silicon was produced by electrochemical etching. The type,
doping level of bulk Si and the preparation conditions are factors that need to
be considered in order to achieve the desirable PSi sample. The characteristics
of PSi sample were examined by different experimental methods. SEM results
reveal that PSi samples have the fir tree pore structure of about 11 µm thickness
and pores sizes vary in a range from 20 to 120 nm which could be a combination
of mesopores and micropores. The porosity of PSi samples were determined by
gravimetric and reflection methods. The porosities are in the range of 40 to 80
%. The FTIR spectroscopy has been used to investigate the surface composition
of samples. Oxidation at room temperature leads to the formation of Si-O-Si
modes which show the vibrational frequency near 1,000, 1,010 and 800 cm−1.
The oxidation also causes the insertion of O into Si-Si back bonds, leads to the
formation of OySiHx species. By removing the oxide layer, refreshed PSi samples
contain H-terminated surfaces as shown by Si-Hx species are observed near 2,000-
2,250 and 850-950 cm−1.
The Raman spectra of PSi present a down shift in energy and broad peak features
which can be explained by a theoretical model of phonon confinement. Fitting
from this model is used to estimate the size of Si nanocrystal to be of the order of
3 nm. The present study also reveals that the excitation wavelength dependence
of Raman scattering originates from the resonance size-selection effect which is
corresponding with the size distribution of Si nanoparticles. The quantum con-
finement model is proposed to explain the origin of the visible luminescence and
high quantum efficiency of PSi. The tunability of the PL band is controlled by
the size of Si nanocrystals. The time and frequency resolved measurements are
used to investigated lifetime. The variation of the PL lifetime and intensity with
temperature also corroborate the quantum confinement effect. Exciton lifetime
is in a range of 10−3 to 10−6 s depending on temperature, which is long enough
to serve as a suitable storage of energy for the photosensitising process.
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In this chapter, we consider the incorporation of silicon nanoparticles into an
aerogel. Aerogel was first made by Kistler [1] in 1930’s. Since then, there have
been many practical applications. This is because of the simple and uncompli-
cated way to synthesis both organic and inorganic compounds into aerogel[2],
particularly, silica aerogel.
Silica aerogel is an amorphous material, usually having a high open porosity
which has been described as the solid gel network. Typically, the silica aerogel
has pores on the scale of about 10 to 50 nm. Physical properties of the aerogel
include low refractive index (1.02 to 1.05), low density (typically greater than 90%
air by volume), high optical transparency, extremely low thermal conductivity,
and a large surface area that accessible to gas [3].
Over the last two decades, interest in silica aerogel has rapidly arisen according to
its unique characteristics. Silica aerogel, a nano-porous structure, is potentially
an ideal host for nanoparticles such as gold, silver etc. It provides many possible
applications in non-linear photonic devices, catalysis, gas sensing, photochem-
istry etc. [4, 5, 6]. Typically, silica aerogel is prepared from the liquid phase,
which gives an opportunity to design shape, volume, the possibility of long path
length and a solid pore network structure which could be advantageous for light
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interacting with embedded nanoparticles.
In chapters 1 and 2, silicon nanoparticles were introduced and studied as a photo-
sensitiser that can transfer energy to chemical species such as oxygen molecules
etc. [7, 8]. Potentially, this offers the possibility of a connection between the
optical excitation of silicon nanocomposites and gas diffusion within the silica
aerogel pores. Therefore, silica aerogel could be an ideal candidate substrate for
nano-silicon particles.
There are already a few studies on the silica aerogel/porous silicon nanocompos-
ites. One of these studies created the composites in pellet form by pressing various
mixtures of silica aerogel and porous silicon powder [9] which, of course, the pore
structures must be closed up by this method. In this chapter, we attempted
to prepare silicon-silica aerogel composites by a more conventional method (the
detail is explained in section 3.2) with various types of silicon nanoparticles and
concentrations. We will also explore the optical properties and the behaviour of
the composite inside the silica aerogels.
3.2 Sample preparation
This section describes the procedure for preparing samples. This includes the
descriptions on how to create the silicon nanoparticles in powder form, the process
to prepare the silica aerogel, and how the nanoparticles incorporate into the gels.
3.2.1 Silicon powder preparation
Three different types of porous silicon powder were created to introduce into sil-
ica aerogel. Firstly, commercial metallurgical grade polycrystalline silicon powder
was prepared by Vesta Ceramics, with a typical particle size of approximately 3-
11 microns. This was used to create porous silicon particles via the stain etching
method [10]. Stain etching is normally used to create porous silicon from sili-
con powders. In stead of electrochemical reaction in electrochemical etching that
was introduced in chapter 1, a chemical oxidant plays a key role in control the
reaction of this etching. The porous silicon grains were produced by immersing
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the silicon powders in hydrofluoric acid (HF) solutions with other additives, com-
monly, nitric acid. The final grains contain a bulk silicon core surrounded by a
nanoporous silicon shell with freshly hydride-terminated (H-terminated) surfaces
(tagged PSi-NPs). The particle size distribution of these PSi-NPs can be speci-
fied by controlling the etching time. After this process was finished, the porous
powders were collected from the etching solution and dried. In ambient condi-
tions, the porous surfaces will start to oxidise and incorporate a mono-layer of
oxygen atoms back-bonded to the hydrogen-terminated (H-terminated) surfaces
[11]. However, variation in the temperature and the humidity can create the
different types of porous silicon surface.
Figure 3.1: Oxidation reactions : (a) at room temperature, (b) at high tempera-
ture and the figure adapted from reference no.[11].
At room temperature, oxidation creates an oxide layer which can grow over several
months. Nevertheless, some H-terminated surfaces still remain as shown in figure
3.1(a). It will also be shown in section 3.3.3 that there is efficient energy transfer
to oxygen, which suggests that the H-terminated surfaces are preserved [7]. These
powders are labelled as LH type.
Secondly, via thermal annealing of these PSi-NPs in air at high temperature,
the surfaces can be completely oxidised [7] to produce oxide terminated (O-
terminated) surfaces. This is demonstrated in figure 3.1(b). These powders are
called LO type. Both LH and LO type are dark brown in colour, as presented in
figure 3.2 (a).
Finally, silicon nanocrystals (Si-NCs) were produced in a microwave supported
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plasma reactor [12]. Their initial average size is approximately 25 nm. This was
then followed by stain etching, to achieve the size where visible photoluminescence
has been observed [13]. These free standing powders have an average of 5-10 nm.
They are then developed into O-terminated surfaces (labelled as SO type) and
have a light brown colour, as shown in figure 3.2 (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Silicon powder : (a) PSi-NPs, (b) Si-NCs.
Figure 3.3 shows three different models of silicon powder before incorporation into
aerogels. The silicon grains is etched to obtain the core-shell structure as modelled
in figure 3.3 (a); the PSi-NC surface, initially, remains H-terminated. After
the thermal treatment, this surface will be oxidised to become O-terminated,
as shown in figure 3.3 (b). Finally, predominant O-termination of Si-NCs is






















Figure 3.3: Three types of silicon powder models : (a) PSi-NP (LH type), (b)
PSi-NP (LO type) and (c) Si-NCs (SO type).
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3.2.2 Formation of silicon nanoparticles in silica aerogels
Conventional silica aerogel is prepared in two stages. The first step is to form
a “sol gel”, which is used to obtain the desired gel structure, and to introduce
the materials inside the gel. This is followed by the supercritical drying process























Silicon doped silica aerogel
Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of silica aerogel procedure.
Figure 3.4 shows a step by step schematic diagram of the preparation process.
First of all, ammonia (NH3) is added into the methanol (MeOH) to act as a cat-
alyst of rigid gel setting. The sol gel is then made from a mixture of tetramethyl
orthosilicate (TMOS), water and the catalyst MeOH to homogenise and form a
wet gel. This is followed by an aging step, which takes about 2 weeks[5]. In this
step, the gel was washed several times in MeOH to diffuse water, and create a
hydrophilic surface. After that, MeOH is exchanged with the supercritical CO2
and air to create the silica aerogel in the supercritical drying process.
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The three varieties of silicon nanoparticles (PSi-NPs (LH and LO types) and Si-
NCs) that introduced in Sec.3.2.1 were incorporated into the silica aerogel in form
of colloidal suspension of MeOH. The silicon nanoparticle-aerogel composites were
formed by replacing the water with these colloids in the wet gel formation stage.
By varying concentrations of silicon nanoparticle dopants from, approximately,
0.0053 to 0.34 mg/ml (increased by a factor of 2 in each step), sets of silicon-silica
aerogel composite samples have been created with dimensions of approximately
10× 10× 20 mm, as shown in figure 3.5
Figure 3.5: Silicon nanoparticle-silica aerogel composites with different concen-
trations with : (a) LH , (B) LO and (C) SO silicon powder dopants.
Figure 3.5 (a) shows three sets of aerogels containing particles of LH type. Start-
ing with a transparent block (coloured in the light grey) through a dark grey till
completely black opaque indicate oxidised porous structure, which happen dur-
ing the preparation. In contrast with LH silicon nanoparticle-aerogel composites,
aerogels that contain LO particles are brown, as shown in figure 3.5 (b). This
implies a broad absorption spectrum in the visible range. Consequently, this
demonstrates the presence of porous silicon in the final product. Meanwhile, in
figure 3.5 (c), aerogels with SO powder are pale yellow to brown colour (depend-
ing on its concentrations). This again proves the existence of silicon nanocrystals
in the aerogel matrix.
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3.3 Experimental Results
This section contains experimental results on the morphology and optical prop-
erties of silicon aerogel composites. Physical and optical measurements are used,
in order to obtain a full understanding of the presence of PSi-NP and Si-NC in
the aerogel matrix, the oxidation states in aerogel composites and the reaction
of adsorbed molecular oxygen (O2) with the composites.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.6: Top view images of various nanosilicon doped silica aerogels : (a) LH ,
(b) LO, (c) SO aerogel composites at 0.085 mg/ml concentration, approximately,




Transmission electron microscopy (TEM,JEOL JEM1200EXII) was used as a tool
to quantify the morphology and pore size of the samples. TEM images of the
surfaces of the doped aerogels are shown in figure 3.6.
The nanosilicon particles and silica grains could not be distinguished by image
contrast. For the LH aerogel, the image does not obviously show the pore struc-
ture. This is also the case with the LO sample for large porous grains, which
were introduced into gels. On the other hand, the TEM image of SO composite
clearly shows porous features in the range of 10-30 nm, as shown in figure 3.6 (c).
The low concentration SO gel (present in figure 3.6(d)), in particular, exhibits a
sponge-like network porous structure. These results could indicate the size and
the doping concentration of the silicon nanograins.
3.3.2 Photoluminescence
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were studied at room temperature in vac-
uum. Samples were excited by unfocused continuous wave 325-nm with power
densities of 10.61 mW/cm2. The samples were loaded into a cryostat, which also
can cool the samples down to liquid nitrogen temperatures (approximately below
80K). In order to investigate the energy transfer effect, an oxygen reservoir was
connected with the cryostat to supply O2 into the sample space to detect the PL
quenching by adsorbed O2. The PL spectra were detected using a low resolution
single-grating spectrometer (Spectra Pro275 Si) and CCD detector.
In figure 3.7, all spectra were normalized to the peak height to emphasize the
shape of the PL bands. The PL spectra of PSi-NP (LH) and Si-NC were measured
before incorporated into the aerogels; the PL spectrum of the LH grains was
dominated by the silicon nanoparticles inside the porous shell. This spectrum
band covers in the visible range from 1.35 - 2.1 eV, approximately, corresponding
to the size distribution of nanoparticles inside the porous shell. On the other
hand, the PL band of Si-NC (SO) centers at 1.8 eV with a range from 1.5 - 2.1
eV, which is slightly higher energy and narrower width, indicating smaller size
distribution than the porous grain powder.
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Figure 3.7: Photoluminescence spectra of porous silicon and silicon nanoparticles
before and after incorporation in silica aerogel : PL spectrum of porous silicon
LH (red dashed line at the top), PL spectrum of silicon nanoparticle SO (blue
dashed-dotted line at the second top) and PL spectrum of silica aerogel (green
dotted line at the bottom). Black lines represent the PL spectra of LH porous
silicon doped aerogel series with various concentrations, initially, increasing from
0.0053 to 0.34 mg/ml by the factors of 2. These spectra show the lowest to the
highest concentrations in upward direction as shown by the grey arrow. The
black downward arrow shows the excitation energy at 3.81 eV (325 nm). Spectra
are scaled by the indicated multiplication factors for better comparison.
As presented in figure 3.7, the PL spectra of the composites from the lowest to the
highest concentration (upward direction, as shown by a grey arrow) starting from
a broad, high energy emission to become narrower and shift to a lower energy
emission. This can be interpreted as the PL spectrum of the lowest concentration
mainly originating from silica aerogel, itself. The bottom PL spectrum (green
dotted line), which is typical PL spectrum of silica aerogels [14]. However, with
increasing concentrations, the PL spectra become more dominated by silicon
nanoparticles as compared with the powder form PL spectra (red and blue upper
lines). Figure 3.7 shows the results, which obtained from LH aerogel composites.
Basically, the same sequence of PL spectra is obtained for the LO and SO aerogel
composites.
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3.3.3 Energy transfer to oxygen
Generally, the silicon nanoparticle can be used as a donor1 to transfer energy to
an acceptor2 like O2, which was explained in more detail in chapter 1. To observe
the interaction of silicon nanoparticle with O2 after incorporation in the aerogels,
the investigation sensitivity with O2 was measured by excitation at 3.81 eV (325
nm). Unfocussed excitation beam has been used at 10.61 mW/cm2 (the same as
in section 3.3.2).

























Figure 3.8: Photoluminescence spectra of PSi-NP and Si-NC samples in vacuum
and in the presence of O2 at liquid nitrogen temperature before embedded into
the gel. Black lines show the PL spectra in vacuum, which were quenched after
adsorbed O2 (red lines) via the energy transfer process, solid lines and dashed
lines represent large nanoporous silicon and small silicon particles respectively.
The arrow indicates the energy of triplet-singlet (3Σ-1Σ) transitions of O2 (at
1.63 eV). All spectra are normalised to unit peak height of the spectra measured
before energy transfer occurrence.
PL spectra of LH and SO particles in powder form in vacuum are illustrated in
figure 3.8 (black lines); when O2 was present the spectra dropped down, as shown
in the red lines. Typically, these show the quenching of PL spectra due to the
energy transfer process as discussed earlier in chapter 1. However, there is no
1Donor in this term means the energy donation rather than the electron donation.
2Acceptor in this term means the energy acceptance rather than the electron acceptance.
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evidence of any quenching in all of the aerogel composites. This means that the
incorporation of the silicon nanoparticle into the aerogel has changed the surface
state of this nanoparticle. We tried to turn this surface into the active state again
by refreshing aerogel in hydrofluoric acid (HF) vapour.























Figure 3.9: Photoluminescence spectra of LO aerogel at 0.17 mg/ml concentration
in vacuum and in O2 at liquid nitrogen temperature comparing between before
and after refreshing. In vacuum, PL spectrum of the original LO sample is
presented by a black solid line, after refreshing is represented by the black dash
line. In O2 ambient, the PL spectrum quenched down to the red dotted line.
Finally, the blue dash-dot line presents the spectrum when O2 was removed.
The arrow shows a typical energy where energy transfer process takes place. In
vacuum, the spectra were normalised to unit peak height. The PL spectra of LO
aerogel in the presence of O2 were normalised with their PL spectrum in vacuum
in order to compare degree of changing.
The LO aerogel composite was refreshed in HF vapour to eliminate the oxide layer
which probably occurred during the preparation stage. However after refreshing,
the PL spectrum of the LO gel broadens and covers the range of approximately
1.5 - 3.1 eV, as shown in figure 3.9 with the black dotted line. This is implied
that the change of the PL spectrum is a consequence of the combination of
defects, chemical impurities and surface states which affects by HF vapor. When
oxygen is admitted into the refreshed LO gel, the PL spectrum changes to the
red dotted line. Nevertheless, this is not clear evidence for the appearance of
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energy transfer, because no recovery has been observed (blue dash-dotted line).
Therefore, the incorporation of silicon nanoparticles inside aerogel reduces the
efficiency of the energy transfer process from them to oxygen molecules. This can
be understood if, somehow in the preparation procedure, the active surface state
(hydrogen-terminated surface) has been oxidised. According to this assumption,
the spatial distance between the confined exciton of silicon nanoparticles and
oxygen molecules is increased and, hence, no transfer energy was observed.
3.3.4 Raman scattering
As previously detailed in section 2.5, disorder and size of crystallites determine
the shapes of Raman lines from microcrystalline semiconductors [15]. In bulk
crystalline Si (c-Si), the first order of the Γ-point phonon mode is about 521 cm−1
in a symmetric spectrum shape with a peak width of 3 cm−1 [16]. According to
quantum confinement and the relaxation of momentum selection rules in nano-
particles, a shift to a lower energy and an asymmetric broadening of the Raman
spectrum are produced. These can be used to estimate the size distribution of
the nano-particles [16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
The Raman scattering experiment was measured in a macroscopic sampling mode
in the back scattering geometry using 532 nm excitation at 74 mW/cm2 (to avoid
heating effects, low power excitation was used). A triple grating spectrometer
(Jobin Yvon) collected the scattering light. The first stage of this is a pre-
monochromator (DHR 320) which consists of two diffraction gratings forming a
bandpass filter. Incoming scattering light was focused on the first grating which
disperses the light and passed through an adjustable slit to reject the elastic scat-
tering light. Finally, in the monochromator (THR 1000), the Raman-scattered
light was dispersed again by a final grating which, in this case, is a 300 groove/mm
grating and was recorded on a liquid nitrogen-cooled CCD. This final grating
can be changed between a 300 groove/mm grating for low resolution to a 1800
groove/mm for high resolution measurements.
The Raman spectra of silica aerogels and a representative selection of doped
aerogel samples are shown in figure 3.10. The top black line represents the Raman
spectrum of silica aerogel with peaks at 485 and 620 cm−1 which are called,
respectively, D1 and D2 defect lines of silica aerogel. Their origin has been widely
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Figure 3.10: Raman spectra of selected composite samples. On left side : Raman
spectra of silica aerogel (black solid line) and doped aerogels. LH are represented
by red dash lines with (a) and (b) are 0.021 and 0.084 mg/ml concentrations,
respectively. LO are represented by green dot lines with (c) and (d) are different
concentrations as LH. SO within aerogels are shown by blue dash-dot lines LO
aerogel with (e) and (f) are different concentrations as LH. The vertical dash lines
indicate the Raman shift of the bulk silicon (left) and the D2 silica defect band
(right). Right side : shows fitting of the Raman spectra of the different aerogel
composites at 0.084 mg/ml concentration.
discussed in many articles [21, 22]. As mentioned before, the first order Raman
shift of bulk silicon is 521 cm−1. Comparing with the LH aerogels Raman lines, a
Lorentzian line shape fitting presents center at 522 cm−1, full width half maximum
(FWHM) 12 - 15 cm−1 as shown on right side of figure 3.10 (b). This gives
an important indication that the Raman spectra of LH composites are mainly
dominated by the solid silicon core of PSi-NPs silicon particles. Therefore, there
are few porous shell have left after incorporating into the aerogel (as demonstrated
in section 3.3.2 by the presence of silicon nanoparticles in the PL spectra of the
LH aerogels)
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On the contrary, figure 3.10 (c) and (d) clearly show asymmetric Raman spectra.
The Raman peaks shift to a lower frequency, with a peak at 515.5 cm−1, FWHM
28 cm−1 for (d) spectrum. Regarding these two parameters and a phonon con-
finement model in the literature [15, 16], the diameter of this particle could be
then estimated to be around 4 nm. However, these LO particles have originally
a core-shell structure, hence, taking account of the core bulk silicon phonon fre-
quency in the fitting gives the second peak (related to the shell structures) at 510
cm−1 and FWHM 23 cm−1 as presented in (d) at the right side of figure 3.10.
This implies an average diameter of 2.7 to 3.3 nm. This Raman band is obviously
dominated by the porous shell of nano-silicon.
Ultimately, the SO nanocrystals are solid and have an approximately spherical
shape due to the preparation process that was described in section 3.2.1. Ac-
cording to this assumption, single band fitting has been used to fit the silicon
nanoparticle band (the same case as LH particles for which mainly the core struc-
ture remains), as demonstrated in the right side of figure 3.10 (f), the fitting peak
is at 505.5 cm−1 with FWHM 23 cm−1 which could be interpreted as a mean di-
ameter of 2.3 to 3.3 nm referring to the same model [15, 16].
According to figure 3.5, as increasing the concentration of Si nanoparticles ; the
appearance of aerogel composites changes from highly transmitting to become
more opaque. The penetration depth for the excitation light and the total scat-
tering volume were reduced drastically as the concentrations increased. Because
the well-defined aerogel Raman D2 band (as illustrated in figure 3.10 at 620
cm−1) arises from the same scattering volume as the silicon Raman band, an
ideal method to examine the concentration-dependence of the Raman scattering
band, possibly, is given by the ratio between the integrated intensity of the silicon
Raman band and the aerogel D2 band. This ratio gives a prospective quantita-
tive proportion to the silicon nanoparticles concentration on the assumption that
the structure of the silica aerogel should not be modified by the presence of the
embedded silicon particles. However, it has been reported that the interpretation
of the ratio of these defect lines (D1, D2) is indicative of amount of water in the
silica aerogel network [22]. But in the present case, there is no expectation of
any dramatic changes in the Si-O network.
Figure 3.11 shows the ratio of the silicon Raman band and the silica aerogel D2
band as a function of a mass density of the silicon particles introduced during
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Sillicon particle concentration (mg/ml)
 Large H-terminated porous Si (LH)
 Large oxide terminated porous Si (LO)
 Oxide-terminated Si nanoparticles (SO)
Figure 3.11: The ratio of the silicon to silica Raman intensities as a function of
nano-silicon dopants concentration for LH, LO and SO particle (black squares,
red circles and green triangles, respectively. Solid lines are linear least-squares
fits for each data set. These data sets were examined under the 532 nm excitation
wavelength.
the preparation process, for each type of dopants. Obviously, the gradient of
the linear fits depends on the type of incorporated materials. First, in the SO
nanoparticle case, it is clearly shown that the proportion between silicon Raman
band and aerogel band seems to vanish away during the preparation procedure,
according to their mean size (5 - 10 nm). This is much less than the aerogel pore
size (typically, 10 - 50 nm). Therefore, there are few enduring SO particles in the
SO doped gel. This accounts both for the weak degree of colouration, as shown in
figure 3.5 (c) and the low rate of increase of the Raman band with concentration
as presented in figure 3.11 (green triangular line).
Secondly, the colouration of the LH doped aerogel, apparently, indicates the ratio
of the silicon nanoparticle in the composites (as shown in figure 3.5 (b)) which
agrees with the ratio of the LH Raman band in figure 3.11 (red circle line). The
Raman strength of the LH composite is higher than the SO particles due to
the larger diameter of the embedded particles. Finally, the LO particles (black
square line) have the highest rate of increase of the Raman band with concen-
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tration. Comparing between LO and LH particles, which initially have the same
average diameters, the Raman strength of the LO particles is stronger than the
LH particles by factor of 2, approximately. This is qualitatively consistent with
the previous conclusion that the porous shell of the LH particles were oxidised,



























































Figure 3.12: Comparison of Raman spectra on the selective composite samples
with the various excitation wavelengths 514.5 nm, 532 nm and 785 nm. Top (a) is
the Raman spectra of the LH aerogel. Middle (b) shows the Raman spectra of the
LO aerogel. Bottom (c) is the Raman spectra of SO aerogel and the crystalline
silicon (black line). The vertical dash lines indicate the Raman shift of the bulk
silicon (521 cm−1). All Raman spectra were normalised to their unit peak height.
In comparison, Raman scattering measurements were taken at different excitation
wavelength with the similar laser powers to those at wavelength 532 nm. At laser
wavelength 514.5 nm, the instrument set up is the same as 532 nm. However,
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at 785 nm laser, Raman spectra were measured by a Renishaw inVia Raman
Microscope.
Figure 3.12 shows the comparison between the Raman shift of 514.5, 532 and
785 nm excitation wavelengths. The spectra of LH aerogel show peaks at the
same position as the bulk crystalline silicon and even the spectrum excited by
514.5 nm laser shows a broad phonon band and extremely weak signal (less than
5 counts/m). On the other hand, both Raman spectra excited by 532 and 785
nm show sharp symmetric peaks at 522 cm−1 and 520.6 cm−1 with widths of 14.7
and 7.4 cm−1, respectively as shown in table 3.1. These confirm our assumption
that the PSi-NP LH type retains only the crystalline-core structure. Also the
620 cm−1 silica aerogel band was detected but the spectra are not as strong as
the one which measured at 532 nm. However, the aerogel band was shown more
clearly at the lower concentrations of the LH aerogel composites which are not
presented in this figure.
Following the Raman spectra of the LO aerogel, as presented in figure 3.12 (b),
we observed broad phonon bands with asymmetric lines shape. However, with
increasing excitation wavelength, the phonon band becomes narrower in width
and closer to the bulk silicon peak. Especially, the spectra of 785 nm exhibits a
sharp symmetric line shape and slight shift to lower frequency. By fitting with
a Lorentzian line shape, the centre of this Raman peak is 518.6 cm−1 with the
FWHM of 7.7 cm−1. Nevertheless, considering the core shell structure of the PSi-
NP, fitting gives the peak at 517.8 cm−1 and FHWM 7.2 cm−1 as shown in table
3.1. This can be explained as the effect of resonant Raman scattering (RRS)
process [23]. As demonstrated in figure 3.7, the PL spectra of LO composites
are broad as determined by the various porous shell sizes. When the excitation
laser matches the electron transition energy of a certain size of porous shell,
the observed Raman spectrum is dominated by this grain size and enhances
the signal. On the other hand, when the excitation wavelength is far from any
electron transition energy of the porous shell, the Raman band will be excited
without resonance and enhancement. The shorter wavelengths are more sensitive
to smaller nanocrystals [23, 24, 25] therefore the Raman spectra from 514.5 and
532 nm excitations demonstrate red shifts and broaden spectra. On the contrary,
the 785 nm laser shows the Raman feature of the large porous shell or even
the core structure of the LO composite. This explanation also corresponds with
Raman spectra of the LH composites which are mainly dominated by the core
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structure.
Table 3.1: A Lorentzian fitting of Raman frequency and FWHM at various exci-
tation wavelengths at the main silicon Raman peak
Excitation λ LH aerogel LO aerogel SO aerogel
(nm) ω FWHM ω FWHM ω FWHM
(cm−1) (cm−1) (cm−1) (cm−1) (cm−1) (cm−1)
514.5 520.6 21.5 505.6 21.4 513.4 18.8
532 522.0 14.7 510.0 23.0 516.6 18.8
785 520.6 7.4 517.8 7.2 520.6 7.0
Finally, the Raman spectra of the SO composites present the same trend as the
Raman spectra of the LO composites as shown in figure 3.12 (c). The spectra of
LH, LO and SO aerogels, excited by 785 nm, present only a narrow and symmetric
line shape. This implies that the laser source is far from the resonant range of the
sample sizes and cause the same Raman feature of the spectra. Although 514.5
nm excitation can detect the asymmetric and broad silicon Raman band, it is
less sensitive to the silica aerogel D2 band. So the 532 nm laser is an appropriate
wavelength for our Raman measurement.
Figure 3.13 shows the ratio of the silicon Raman band and the silica aerogel
D2 band as a function of a mass density of silicon particles introduced during
preparation process, for each type of dopants and using the 785 nm laser. This
confirms that the 785 nm laser is not a suitable wavelength to analyse the aerogel
composites.
3.3.5 Fourier transform infrared transmission
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a technique to measure an
infrared spectrum of absorption (transmission) of sample in either solid, liquid or
gas phase. This method is used to characterize a molecular structure on surfaces.
Also it can be used to confirm the identity and the quantity of substances [11].
The FTIR transmission measurements were made using a Perkin Elmer Frontier
FTIR. A diamond attenuated total reflection (ATR) stage is mounted on FTIR
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Silicon particle concentration (mg/ml)
Figure 3.13: The ratio of the silicon to silica Raman intensities as a function of
nano-silicon dopants concentration for LH, LO and SO particle (red circles, black
squares and green triangles, respectively. These data sets were examined under
the 785 nm excitation wavelength.
spectrometer. The sample must be in direct contact with the diamond ATR
head. However, due to the fragility of the aerogel, the aerogel sample was fixed
with the ATR stage by using only a modest mounting pressure. Therefore, the
comparison of the relative strength of a result is not reliable. In terms of the
particle concentration measurement, ATR-FTIR is not the best way to provide
this answer. Table 3.2 shows typical infrared band frequencies of porous silicon.
However, ATR-FTIR provides a sensitive identification of surface chemical bond-
ing as shown in figure 3.14. The top spectrum was obtained from the conventional
electrochemically etched porous silicon. In table 2.4, the Si-H vibrational mode
is identified by the dashed lines that corresponding with 2,00-2,200 cm−1, ap-
proximately. These modes are shown even if the porous silicon sample was left
for several months and rather oxidised. The free Si-NCs (SO) also have the Si-H
modes even though these are weaker than the typical porous silicon, as illustrated
in the second spectrum. The green spectrum represents the IR absorption after
SO was incorporated into the gels. This spectrum has a similar weak Si-H modes,
likewise the free SO. This implies that Si-NCs (SO), before and after preparation,
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Table 3.2: Common infrared bands associated with porous silicon [11]
Frequency (cm−1) Species Mode
2965 Si-CH3 antisymmetric stretching C-H
2898 Si-CH3 symmetric stretching C-H
2140 Si-H3 stretching Si-H
2108 Si-H2 stretching Si-H
2087 Si-H1 stretching Si-H
1150-1240 Si-O-Si symmetric stretching Si-O-Si
980-1050 Si-O-Si antisymmetric stretching Si-O-Si
610 Si-Si stretching Si-Si
are mostly oxidised. However, the FTIR spectrum of PSi-NPs (LH) does not show
any sign of these bands (the blue spectrum) even in the samples that contain high
concentration of PS-NPs. On the other hand, the spectrum is dominated by the
IR absorption of silica aerogel rather than the silicon nanoparticles as compared
with the bottom spectrum in figure 3.14. Si-O-Si and Si-CH3 vibration modes of
the silica aerogel are presented in table 3.3. The silica aerogel spectrum (at the
bottom of figure 3.14) shows the expected Si-O-Si modes with two weak Si-CH3
modes (indicated by two arrows). The strength of the Si-CH3 bands indicate
whether the aerogel surface is hydrophilic or hydrophobic, therefore these weak
modes confirm that our silica aerogels are hydrophilic [26].
Table 3.3: A selection of vibration frequencies in FTIR spectra of synthesized
silica aerogel [26]
Frequency (cm−1) Species Mode
2969 Si-CH3 symmetric stretching C-H
2885 Si-CH3 antisymmetric stretching C-H
∼ 1200 Si-O-Si antisymmetric stretching Si-O-Si
1095 Si-O-Si antisymmetric stretching Si-O-Si
799 Si-O-Si symmetric stretching Si-O
The FTIR of LO aerogel shows no signal of Si-H modes and the spectrum (this
is not show in figure 3.14) is similar to those silica aerogels. This corresponds to
the previous experiments demonstrating the oxidisation of our aerogels.
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3.4 Conclusion
In summary, silicon nanoparticles and macroscopic porous silicon grains are
introduced into silica aerogel by conventional aerogel synthesis. For hydride-
terminated surfaces, substantial oxidation of the porous silicon occurs during
the preparation process. This is severe enough to remove a major part of the
porous silicon shell structure. Hence a solid crystalline silicon core is left inside
the composites. Various experimental results also provide strong evidence for
this conclusion. On the other hand, oxide-terminated porous silicon grains retain
their porous structure. However, they are not able to transfer energy to oxygen
molecules meaning that these aerogel composites can not be used as hosts in the
energy transfer process.
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Figure 3.14: Fourier transform infrared transmission spectra in the attenuated to-
tal reflection configuration. Top is a spectrum of electrochemically etched porous
silicon. The second is a free SO Si-NC spectrum. Thirdly, spectra of aerogels
containing SO and LO are presented in green and blue lines, respectively. Bottom
displays a spectrum of pure silica aerogel. All spectra are corrected baselines and
normalised to 3% transmission at approximately, 1,100 cm−1 which is the Si-O-Si
absorption band. The vertical dashed lines indicate the Si-H modes and the dot-
ted line on the top shows the 790 cm−1 band which corresponds to substantially
oxidised porous silicon [11]. The arrows indicate the peaks that present in all
type of the aerogels. These peaks relate to the CH3 species. These results were
obtained by Dr.Daniel Wolverson.
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As mentioned in chapter 1, oxygen molecules (O2) have a unique ground triplet
electronic state. To create excited states of O2, which is forbidden by direct pho-
toexcitation, Si nanoparticles are adopted for transferring energy to O2. This
chapter will give an account of the transfer energy from Si nanoparticles to oxy-
gen molecules. The first section of this chapter reviews the evidence for the
magnetic field effect on silicon nanoparticles. It will then go on to the energy
transfer process between silicon nanocrystals and molecular oxygen and its field
dependence. Finally, the theoretical model of the energy transfer mechanism is
established and tested with the experimental results.
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4.2 Effect of magnetic field on silicon nanocrys-
tals
To examine the effect of the magnetic field on silicon nanoparticles, PL spectra
of Si nanocrystals were measured in liquid He. Figure 4.1 presents the magnetic
field dependence of excitons in PSi at 1.5 K. The PL emission band is broad which
reflects the wide size distribution of the silicon nanocrystals in PSi samples. In
the presence of a magnetic field, the PL spectra show a slight increase of the PL
intensities.
































Figure 4.1: PL spectra of the PSi sample in vacuum at 1.5 K excited by Eex =
2.755 eV with 4.68 mW/cm2, magnetic field from 0 Tesla to 6 Tesla.
As mentioned before, the broad size distribution of the PL band makes the ob-
servation of any change with the magnetic field rather difficult. Therefore to
investigate magnetic field effects, we introduced the intensity ratio between in-
tensity at various B fields and intensity at zero field (I(B)/I(B=0) as a function of
PL energy. The results in figure 4.2 indicate the strong evidence of the magnetic
field dependence. In Figure 4.2 there is a clear trend of increasing intensity ratio
I(B)/I(B=0) with raising the magnetic field at low energy range. Interestingly, at
energy of about 1.75 eV the magnetic field dependence seems to have less effect.
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In contrast, the intensity ratio I(B)/I(B=0) at high energy range are decreasing
with the increasing of the magnetic field.



























Figure 4.2: PL intensities ratio (I(B)/I(B=0)) at various magnetic fields as a
function of PL energy. At energy range beyond 2.1 eV, the noisy ratios have
arisen from the PL band edge.
Figure 4.3 compares the intensity ratio I(B)/I(B=0) at various energy as a func-
tion of magnetic fields. From the graph in figure 4.3, it is apparent that I(B)/I(B=0)
at low PL energy has a strong magnetic field dependence as presented by PL en-
ergy at 1.55 eV and 1.63 eV in figure 4.3. At low magnetic fields (about 1 to 3
Tesla) the intensity ratio I(B)/I(B=0) of 1.55 and 1.63 eV gradually rise. Whereas
when the magnetic field is increased furthers, the intensity ratio I(B)/I(B=0) of
1.55 and 1.63 eV are approximately constant with the magnetic field. On the
other hand the I(B)/I(B=0) at high PL energy as shown at 1.73 and 1.86 eV in
figure 4.3, they are more likely to be independent of the magnetic field.
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Figure 4.3: Magnetic field dependence of PL intensities compared with the zero
field at various PL energy at T=1.5 K.
4.3 Energy transfer of silicon nanocrystal to O2
The transfer energy between excitons confined in Si nanocrystals to molecular
oxygen can be examined by measuring PL spectra of Si nanocrystals in vacuum
and in gaseous oxygen for comparison. These experiments were carried on at
liquid He temperatures to avoid the thermal broadening effects at elevated tem-
perature.
Figure 4.4 demonstrates a normalised PL spectrum of PSi in vacuum (black spec-
trum) and a PL spectrum of PSi oxygen ambient (red spectrum). In vacuum, the
PL spectrum has a broad and featureless band which indicates the wide bandgap
distribution of Si nanocrystals assemblies. It clearly shows that in the presence of
molecular oxygen, the PL spectrum is quenched and exhibits the fine structure.
This drastic change is due to the oxygen molecules that are physisorbed on the
surface of Si nanocrystals. The photoexcited excitons formed in the triplet state
are exchanged to O2 in its triplet ground state [1]. The strong suppression is
observed above energy of 1.63 eV (indicated by dashed line) which corresponds
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of a normalised PL spectrum from PSi in vacuum (black
solid line) with a normalised PL spectrum from PSi with O2 adsorbed at the
surface of Si nanocrystals (red solid line) at T=1.5 K. Excited energy is 2.755 eV
with 46.75 mW/cm2. The black dash line shows the energy transition between
3Σ to 1Σ states in energy transfer process.
to the 3Σ to 1Σ transition. Energy transfer between Si nanocrystals assemblies
and O2 can generate either the first excited
1∆ singlet state (0.98 eV above the
3Σ ground state) or the next higher 1Σ singlet state (1.63 eV above the 3Σ ground
state) depending on the band gap of Si nanoparticles [2]. If Si nanocrystals have
a bandgap energy higher than 1.63 eV (the 3Σ - 1Σ transition), the 1Σ state is
formed efficiently, due to the triplet-triplet annihilation and angular momentum
conservation [3]. However, the formation of the 1∆ state has less efficiency re-
sulting from its nonzero orbital angular momentum equal to 2, therefore the 3Σ
- 1∆ transition is spin and orbital angular momentum forbidden [3, 4].
The fact that the PL quenching is obvious in a presence of O2, shows strong
evidence of the 1O2 generation. This energy transfer process is irreversible owing
to the fast relaxation of the 1Σ state either to the 1∆ or 3Σ states [4, 5]. Also
the energy of the 1∆ state, even if the relaxation is slow, is below the bandgap of
bulk Si. However, this quenching can be recovered to the initial emission after the
removal of oxygen molecules. To display the effect of the wide size distribution
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of Si nanoparticles, the strength of PL quenching is introduced as the ratio of
PL intensity measured in vacuum and the PL intensity measured with oxygen
present.
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Figure 4.5: Strength of PL quenching as a function of PL energy at T=4 K with
laser 2.755 eV. Phonon features are shown by the dashed lines which relate to
multiple TO-phonon emission including energy conserving phonons (TO(Γ)= 63
meV) and one momentum conserving phonon (TO(∆)= 56 meV).
The strength of PL quenching obtained from the PL spectra in figure 4.4 is
presented in figure 4.5. As can be seen from the graph, the most efficient energy
transfer is in the energy band near 1.63 eV that coincides with the 3Σ to 1Σ of O2
transition. The efficiency of the energy transfer depends on the character of the
Si nanocrystals itself e.g. exciton lifetime, presence of nonradiative centres and
surface termination and so on. and the concentration of physisorbed molecular
oxygen [1, 3]. This result also shows the periodic spectral features which can be
implied as the multiple phonons which help conserve energy during the transfer
energy process [1, 2]. To obtain the explicit multiple phonon feature, its second
derivative is produced as shown in figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the phonon-assisted energy transfer. By considering Si
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nanocrystals having a bandgap at 1.63 eV, the transverse optical phonon TO(∆)
56 meV is observed below 1Σ as shown in figure 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. This result can
be explained by the fact that the conduction band of bulk Si is located near the
X point of the Brillouin zone therefore the recombination process needs phonons
to conserve the momentum. Similarly, many studies also reported the TO(∆)
phonon assisted transition in Si nanocrystals even for small Si nanocrystals [6, 7,
8].












Figure 4.6: 2nd derivative of the PL from PSi with adsorbed O2.
For the excitons having excess energy compared with the energies of 1Σ and
1∆, the multiple phonons are emitted as shown in figure 4.6. This finding can be
explained by the mechanism of energy transfer from excitons to oxygen molecules
as provided in figure 4.7. This diagram shows how the formation of the singlet
O2 states occurs. For a nonresonant energy transfer process, the excess energy
is dissipative via multiple phonon emission which mainly emits from the highest
density of states [10]. In bulk Si, these phonons are transverse optical phonons
(TO(Γ)) which are close to the centre of the Brillouin zone corresponding with the
energy of 63 meV [10]. As can be seen in figure 4.7, the energy transfer takes place
when the bandgap of the Si nanocrystals coincides with the excitation energy of
the O2 singlet state plus an integer number of TO phonon energies. Otherwise, a
Si nanocrystal requires an additional acoustic phonon emission in order to fulfill
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Figure 4.7: Schematic energy diagram of O2 during energy transfer process and
the phonon assisted transition reproduced from reference [9]. The surplus exciton
energy is released by the multiple phonons assistance as shown by the blue arrow
with corresponding to the energy-conserving TO(Γ) phonons of energy 63 meV.
At 1Σ, energy exchange occurs from a photoexcited electron in Si nanocrystals
(represented by the red sphere) with a non-excited electron belonging to O2
(represented by the grey arrow). The momentum-conserving TO(∆) phonon
is indicated by the cyan arrow.
energy conservation, which causes the energy transfer rate to be efficient [11].
Due to the indirect bandgap of Si nanocrystals, exciton radiative recombination
needs the emission of a bulk Si TO phonon (TO(∆)) of 56 meV for conserving
momentum as presented by the cyan arrow in the diagram.
4.3.1 O2 concentration dependence
As mentioned in section 4.3, one of the most significant parameters that varies
the efficiency of the energy transfer is the concentration of physisorbed molecular
oxygen. In order to establish this effect, PL measurements were carried on the
same PSi sample by varying O2 concentration. Figure 4.8 compares the results
obtained from various adsorbed molecular oxygen concentration.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between PL spectrum of PSi in vacuum (the bottom line)
and PL spectra of PSi with different adsorbed O2 concentration at T = 1.5 K.
The dash line indicates the energy transition between 3Σ and 1Σ states in energy
transfer process. Excited energy is 2.755 eV with 23.38 mW/cm2. Arrow line
indicates the increased direction of O2 concentrations. For better comparison,
spectra at high-physisorbed O2 are scaled by the indicated multiplication factor.
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In vacuum, the PL spectrum of PSi samples shows a broad featureless emission
band in the energy range 1.35 - 2.6 eV. In the presence of O2, the PL spectrum
from the lowest O2 concentration starts to reveal the phonon TO(∆) at energy
below 1Σ and its intensity drops slightly compared with the PL intensity with
no physisorbed O2. This shows that the energy transfer between Si nanocrystals
and oxygen molecules exists even though the efficiency is less. When the O2 con-
centration increases, the intensities of the PL spectra decrease gradually, whereas
the spectra display a significant increase in phonon features. At the highest O2
concentration, the quenching suppresses significantly, causes a raising of the en-
ergy transfer efficiency as shown in the top spectrum in figure 4.8. These findings
suggest that increasing the O2 concentration provides more oxygen molecules
which access the Si nanocrystal surface.
4.3.2 Power dependence























Figure 4.9: Selections of PL spectra of PSi sample with adsorbed O2 at the
surface of Si nanocrystals at various excitation powers at T = 1.5 K. The dash
line indicates the energy transition between 3Σ and 1Σ states in energy transfer
process. Non-focus excited energy is 2.755 eV. Arrow line indicates the increased
direction of powers.
The PL intensity and peak of the PSi spectrum is sensitive to the excitation
intensity. Several studies have reported that there is a blue shift in PL spectrum
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as the effect of increasing the incident flux on the PSi sample [12, 13, 14]. The
effect can be explained as a result of independent absorption and luminescence
of different particles sizes. Commonly, the lifetime of higher energy (smaller
nanocrystals) is shorter than at lower energy (larger nanocrystals). When the
intensity of excitation is increased, PL intensity at low photon energy reaches
its saturated level first, whereas at high photon energy, the PL intensity still
increases linearly. Therefore, the PL spectrum shifts to higher energy until the
excitation intensity is high enough to make the whole spectrum range reaches
its saturation [13, 15]. In the excitation process, the population of larger Si
nanocrystals saturates more rapidly than the smaller nanocrystals thus producing
a peak shift.
Turning now to the experimental evidence on the effect of the incident power on
PSi sample in the energy transfer process, the PL measurements are investigated
at the same O2 concentration level at various incident powers as illustrated in
figure 4.9. Increasing excitation power rises up the intensities of spectra and also
emphasizes the phonon feature. However, there is no evidence of the PL peak
shift in the energy transfer process with the raising of excitation intensity.


























Figure 4.10: PL intensity from PSi sample with adsorbed O2 as a function of
power density at various photon energy at T = 1.5 K. Excited energy is 2.755
eV. The lines are the fitting by IPL ∝ Ikex, where IPL is PL intensity at various
detected energy from PSi, Iex is excitation intensity and k is the gradient for
fitting.
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Consider the power dependence of the PL intensity at different energies as shown
in figure 4.10. As the incident density is increased, the PL intensities for ev-
ery photon energy increase steeply, especially at high energy such as 2.03 eV.
From the fitting by IPL ∝ Ikex, the best fit gives k = 0.87 and 0.56 for the de-
tection energies of 2.03 and 1.57 eV, respectively as shown in figure 4.10. These
results are consistent with the lifetime of the nanocrystals which is due to the
fact that smaller nanoparticles have shorter decay time than the larger nanocrys-
tals. Therefore, the PL intensity at lower energy has a more rapid approach to
saturation than the PL intensity at higher energy as indicated by the gradients
(k). Nevertheless, there are no signs of the saturation phenomenon which may
be explained by the fact that the selected powers are not high enough to reach
the saturation point. In the energy transfer process, however, this might be due
to the excited nanoparticles transferring energy to adsorbed oxygen molecules.
Therefore, the excitons in the excited state do not reach their saturated points.






























Figure 4.11: Ratio of PL intensity from PSi sample with adsorbed O2 as a function
of PL energy at the selection of various excited powers in mW unit compared with
the excited power of 1 mW. Exited energy is 2.755 eV at 1.5 K. Numbers indicate
the excitation power relative to 1 mW. The solid lines guide to the eye.
To present the energy dependence of the incident powers, the comparison of
PL intensity at different excited powers with the 1 mW incident power ratio is
created. It is clearly seen in figure 4.11 that at higher detected energies the PL
intensity ratio increases rapidly compared to the lower energies.
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4.4 Effect of magnetic field on the energy trans-
fer process
As mentioned in section 4.1, the ground energy state of molecular oxygen is in
a triplet state [4, 5, 3] and the spin state of Si nanocrystal forms singlet-triplet
excited states [16, 17]. In direct electron exchange energy transfer, the orientation
of spins is crucial. It occurs only between electrons having opposite mutual spin
orientation [2, 9, 18]. In order to verify the spin influence on the energy transfer
process, the magnetic field dependence of the PL spectra with adsorbed O2 was
studied.
Considering the electronic states at zero magnetic field, the energy levels of the
triplet excitons and the triplet ground state of O2 are each threefold degenerate.
All states are populated with equal probability, the spin conservation is satisfied
and the energy transfer happens to create the singlet oxygen. Figure 4.12 illus-
trates the magnetic field dependence of the quenched PL spectra. At B=0, PL
quenching is presented by the black line. When magnetic field is applied, the
three fold degeneracy is lifted by Zeeman splitting as shown in inset of figure
4.12. The energy spitting is given by
∆E = gµBB,
where g is the Lande´ g-factor (gexciton ∼ gO2 ∼ 2 [19]), µB is the Bohr magnetron
and B is the external magnetic field. At low temperatures, the magnetic field
causes the alignment of both exciton spins and molecular oxygen spins to be in the
same direction as spin down states. Therefore spin-flip is prohibited via exchange
between electrons of photo-generated excitons confined in PSi and O2. Thus, the
energy exchange efficiency of this process reduces with increasing magnetic fields,
which results in the PL intensity recovery.
Interestingly, at low magnetic field the PL intensities at some energy ranges
drops then starts to rise up gradually at high magnetic field as presented in
figure 4.12. This correlation can be seen clearly by introducing a ratio between
the PL intensities at certain magnetic fields I(B) and the PL intensities at zero
field I(B=0) as demonstrated in figure 4.13. The magnetic field dependence of the
ratio I(B)/I(B=0) from PSi with O2 adsorbed to the surface of Si nanocrystals
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Figure 4.12: PL spectra of PSi with adsorbed O2 at various magnetic fields from
0 to 6 Tesla at T = 1.5 K with excited energy 2.755 eV of 45.45 mW/cm2. The
dash line presents the energy transition between 3Σ to 1Σ states in energy transfer
process. Inset: Sketch Zeeman splitting of the triplet exciton state and the 3Σ
triplet ground state of O2. Arrows represent the spin orientations of electrons.
∆E is the Zeeman splitting. See text for details.
at several PL energies is shown. At an energy of 1.55 eV, below the 3Σ - 1Σ
transition, the PL intensity ratio recovers up to 1.3 times at 6 Tesla compared
with the zero field. The results of interest here are shown at higher detection
energies such as 1.63 and 1.73 eV. Below 2.5 Tesla, the PL ratios are below 1
which means the intensities at low magnetic field have dropped slightly then rise
up again when the magnetic field is over 2.5 Tesla. This trend carries on until at
detection energies of 2.1 eV or above, the PL intensities are slightly decreased as
a function of magnetic fields as presented via the red-circles and the black-squares
in figure 4.13.
In order to understand how the magnetic field regulates the intensity ratio over
the energy range, a series of the PL intensity ratio as a function of PL energies
with the different magnetic fields is performed in figure 4.14. It is apparent from
this figure that the appearance of phonon features gets stronger with increas-
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Figure 4.13: PL intensities ratio (I(B)/I(B=0)) as a function of magnetic fields
at various detection energies obtained from PL spectra in figure 4.12. The solid
lines are guides to the eyes.
ing magnetic field. What is interesting in these graphs are that the intensity
ratios I(B)/I(B=0) increase with raising the magnetic field at energy range be-
low 1.55 eV. On the contrary, over this energy especially at low magnetic fields,
I(B)/I(B=0) ratios are decreased corresponding with the increasing of the mag-
netic field. These findings may help us to clarify the detailed mechanisms of the
energy transfer process and to model it.
4.5 Modeling
This section will provide the concepts required to establish the energy transfer
mechanism model, based on ideas about donor-acceptor recombination that was
undertaken by Dunstan and Davies [20]. The spin Hamiltonian for the exciton













































Figure 4.14: PL intensities ratio (I(B)/I(B=0)) at various magnetic fields as a
function of PL energy.
where gij is the g tensor, s is spin operators and δij is a fine structure tensor giving
a zero field splitting parameter of Si exciton. However, the zero field splitting of
the Si exciton is very small, equal to 0.0055 meV [16], therefore this zero field
splitting term will be neglected. The equation 4.1 can be simplified to
Hex = gµBB · s. (4.2)
For the excited exciton states, there are two basic approaches currently being
adopted in Si nanocrystals. One is the case of a small regular shape nanocrystal
(x = y = z) such as embedded Si nanocrystals in a SiO2 matrix and the other
is an irregular nanocrystal (x6= y6= z) that is fabricated by electrochemically
etching likes PSi. For the regular nanostructure, quantum confinement causes
the splitting of a valence band into a heavy hole and a light hole band at Γ point
as presented in diagram of figure 4.15 (a). The heavy hole band is formed from








. Hence, the total angular momentum of an exciton Jex = 2
or Jex = 1. The exchange interaction causes the degeneracy of the exciton states
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Figure 4.15: Schematic diagram of Si nanoparticles of regular shape. (a) The
electronic band structure of Si nanocrystal: the conduction band (CB) is repre-
sented by blue line and the valence band (VB) is split into heavy hole (hh), light
hole (lh) and spin-orbit (so) bands by quantum confinement. (b) The excitonic
fine structure of the first two excited states T1 (triplet) and Q2 (quintet) .
are lifted up to a triplet and a quintet as shown in figure 4.15 (b). There are
many published studies reporting that the Jex=1 state is higher energy than the
Jex=2 state [21, 22, 23]. Due to the dipole forbidden transition of the Jex=2 state
(as illustrated by the black arrow), these excitons are labelled as dark excitons.
Whereas, the transition of excitons from the Jex= 1 state (as presented by the
red arrow)are marked as bright excitons.
On the other hand, the valence band degeneracy of irregular Si nanostructures
is lifted by the quantum confinement. For simplification, the orbital coupling is
neglected, therefore the quantised energy level in the valence band can be marked




effect of the magnetic field B is shown in figure 4.16 (b). The exciton triplet state
is split into three levels with ml equal to 1, 0 and -1 where m is the z component
of the exciton spin [16].
Mainly, the samples in this study are PSi, hence, the best approach to adopt for
the exciton states is the irregular shape model. There are many published studies
observing the g value of PSi of ≈ 2 (for example, Hecker et al., 1999; Diener et
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Figure 4.16: Schematic diagram of Si nanoparticles with irregular shape. (a) The
valence band of Si nanocrystal: the valence band (VB) is split into Px, Py and Pz
bands with the total angular momentums of Jx= Jy = Jz=
1
2
. (b) The excitonic
fine structure of the first two excited states S1 (singlet) and T1 (triplet) at B=0
compares with the presence of magnetic field. As a result of Zeeman effect, the
exciton triplet states |+1〉 and |−1〉 are raised and lowered, respectively.
al., 2001). For Diener et al. reported a linear downward shift with increasing
external magnetic field due to the Zeeman effect of the lowest exciton state (m
= -1) and estimated the g factor of the exciton ≈ 2 [24]. This study produced
results which corroborate the findings of the previous work of Heckler et al. [25].
The finding confirms the linear Zeeman spin splitting of the triplet ground state
of excitons confined in the Si nanoparticles and gave the g factor of ≈ 2. In both
publications, results are obtained from PSi samples which support our irregular
shape model. Therefore, s = 1 and g = 2.0 in equation 4.2 and the spin states
ms = +1, 0 and -1. In this model. we assume that the exciton spin states are
irrespective of the magnetic field direction.
The spin Hamiltonian for the ground triplet oxygen states is similar to the exciton








where subscripts i, j refer to Cartesian coordinate (x, y, z), B is a magnetic field,
µB is a Bohr magnetron, Gij is the oxygen g tensor, S is spin operators and Dij
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is a fine structure tensor or a zero field splitting parameter. The first term in
equation 4.3 is the linear Zeeman term. The second term is the zero-field splitting
or fine structure term. Dij is real and symmetric, so can be diagonalized. Then
equation 4.3 can be expressed as










































The G and D values are equal to 2.000 and 3.572 cm−1 (0.442909 meV) in solid
air, respectively [19]. This model is based upon an assumption that O2 will be
excited to their singlet states only by adjacent excitons.
4.5.1 Oxygen orientation aligned with the magnetic field
In this section, we assume that O2 is along the magnetic field B direction, the z







































In steady state, the numbers of oxygen molecules , which are not excited by
Si excitons, are n1,n2 and n3 with corresponding to the populations of three
triplet states of the oxygen molecule in case of the oxygen molecule aligned on
the same direction as the magnetic field, where number 1, 2 and 3 correspond
to the spin states -1,0 and +1, respectively. When excitons have been created,
oxygen-exciton pairs are formed in total of 3 energy levels with population n [i, j].
The index i represents the exciton states (i = 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the spin
states -1,0 and +1, respectively), whereas j refers to the oxygen spin states as
mentioned before. In energy transfer process, there are ne oxygen molecules that
have been excited to their singlet state by the Si excitons. Consequently, the
total number of oxygen molecules N0 is
N0 = (n1 + n2 + n3) + Σn [i, j] + ne. (4.9)

















and a relative population can be presented as

















Base on the following assumption : firstly, a excitation rate (P ) is constant and
independent with the exciton spin state and secondly, the oxygen spin state is not
changed with the exciton creation, thus, the schematic diagram of the transfer
energy can be sketched in figure 4.17. In case that the exciton recombines and
decays before energy transfer has occurred, recombination rates (r1) from the
exciton spin states |−1〉 and |+1〉 are equal and constant. On the contrary, the
recombination rate of the spin state |0〉 (r0) is a different rate from r1. The exciton
recombination rates are shown in figure 4.17 by orange arrows. The oxygen spin,
during this exciton recombination, is assumed unmodified and can relax with
equal probability and the constant rate R as represented by a cyan arrow.

































Figure 4.17: Energy transfer diagram between Si nanocrystals and oxygen









− x [1, 3] r1 − t [1, 3]x [1, 3] , (4.12c)
0 = −PU +Rγ
3
+ x [3, 1] r1, (4.13a)
0 = −PV +Rγ
3
+ x [2, 2] r0, (4.13b)
0 = −PW +Rγ
3
+ x [1, 3] r1, (4.13c)
0 = (t [1, 3]x [1, 3] + t [2, 2]x [2, 2] + t [3, 1]x [3, 1])−Rγ (4.14)
and equation 4.11 can be rewritten as
U + V +W + x [1, 3] + x [2, 2] + x [3, 1] + γ = 1. (4.15)
where t [i, j] are transfer coefficients for exciton spin state |i〉 which transfers
energy to the O2 spin state |j〉 and i = 1,2 and 3 and j = 1,2 and 3. The transfer


















Equations 4.12a - 4.12c express the rate equations of the exciton triplet states
together with the O2 ground state. The energy transfer involves transitions which
are spin conserving as shown by red arrows in figure 4.17. In steady state, the
rate equations of the triplet O2 states can be calculated as equation 4.13a to
4.13c. The rate equation for the O2 singlet state also is presented in equation
4.14 and the total population amongst this process is shown in equation 4.15.
Figure 4.18: A sketch of the energy transfer process scheme between excitons and
oxygen molecules.
However, these simple rate equations do not include several factors that can
occur during the energy transfer process. In order to establish a more realistic
model, several essential factors are introduced. A summary concept for the energy
transfer model is given as illustrated in figure 4.18. First of all, in the O2 ambient,
the ground triplet O2 states have the relative populations U, V andW . When the
creation of excitons happens, the population of the excitons which are adjacent
to the O2 is x [i, j]. For a coupled system at this stage, a spin lattice relaxation
can occur either by spin-flip of the exciton or by spin-flip of the O2. The spin
lattice relaxation of the exciton and O2 are defined as sL[m,n] and SL[m,n],




D n n exp (-D/k T)
B
Figure 4.19: A sketch of the spin lattice relaxation idea.
Figure 4.19 shows a simple idea of the spin lattice relaxation. The energy differ-
ence between spin states m and n is ∆ and rm, rn are recombination rates of state
m and n, respectively. In this model, an assumption of thermalised population
of states is taken into account. The spin relaxation rate from m to n are rep-
resented by ν and vice versa by ν exp(−∆/kBT ). Note that the exp(−∆/kBT )





Hence, when the spin relaxation sL[m,n] and SL[m,n] occur, the spin-flip rate
ratio of the upwards and downwards constants must fulfill this above ratio to
satisfy detailed balance. Meanwhile, the excitons can recombine with the rate r1
and r0 depending on their spin state. Secondly, the triplet excitons transfer their
energy to triplet O2 with the rate t [i, j] via the spin conservation rule so that
singlet O2 is generated. This singlet O2 can relax back to the original triplet state
with the rate R. After the singlet O2 production, the excitons are also created
continuously, thus, three new variables ω1, ω2 and ω3 are introduced where ω is
a population of excitons in spin state as shown by indices 1,2 and 3 at which
correspond to the |−1〉, |0〉 and |+1〉 states, respectively. In this situation either
the excitons can recombine or the singlet oxygen can return to the ground triplet
state.
These new factors have to be incorporated into equations 4.12a - 4.13c including
the step of exciton creation while the O2 is in the singlet state. According to the
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− x [3, 1] r1 − t [3, 1]x [3, 1]− sL [3, 1]x [3, 1]− sL [3, 2]x [3, 1]
+ sL [1, 3]x [1, 1] + sL [2, 3]x [2, 1]− SL [1, 3]x [3, 1]




− x [2, 2] r0 − t [2, 2]x [2, 2]− sL [2, 1]x [2, 2]− sL [2, 3]x [2, 2]
+ sL [1, 2]x [1, 2] + sL [3, 3]x [3, 2]− SL [2, 3]x [2, 2]




− x [1, 3] r1 − t [1, 3]x [1, 3]− sL [1, 2]x [1, 3]− sL [1, 3]x [1, 3]
+ sL [2, 1]x [2, 3] + sL [3, 1]x [3, 3]− SL [3, 1]x [1, 3]
− SL [3, 2]x [1, 3] + SL [1, 3]x [1, 1] + SL [2, 3]x [1, 2] + ω1R, (4.16c)
0 = −PU +Rγ
3
+ x [3, 1] r1 − SL [1, 2]U
− SL [1, 3]U + SL [2, 1]V + SL [3, 1]W, (4.17a)
0 = −PV +Rγ
3
+ x [2, 2] r0 − SL [2, 1]V
− SL [2, 3]V + SL [1, 2]U + SL [3, 2]W, (4.17b)
0 = −PW +Rγ
3
+ x [1, 3] r1 − SL [3, 1]W
− SL [3, 2]W + SL [1, 3]U + SL [2, 3]V. (4.17c)
The ω1R, ω2R and ω3R terms in equations 4.16a - 4.16c are added due to the
fact that the oxygen can occupy a singlet excited state and decay to the triplet
O2 state. We assume that the exciton spin does not change in this step. The Si
exciton states can decay back to their singlet ground state, thus, equation 4.14
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needs to be added by term of ω1r1+ω2r0+ω3r1 as presented:
0 = (t [1, 3]x [1, 3] + t [2, 2]x [2, 2] + t [3, 1]x [3, 1])−Rγ + ω1r1+ω2r0+ω3r1.
(4.18)
Including additional new equations which contribute to the creation of exciton














− ω3r1 − ω3R − ω3sL [3, 1] − ω3sL [3, 2] + ω1sL [1, 3] + ω2sL [2, 3] .
(4.21)
Finally, the total population would be
U + V +W + x [1, 3] + x [2, 2] + x [3, 1] + γ + ω1 + ω2 + ω3 = 1. (4.22)
However, as a result of various oxygen concentrations, we also can assume that
some excitons may not be surrounded by O2. Thus, the rate equations of these












− ǫ3r1 − ǫ3sL [3, 1] − ǫ3sL [3, 2] + ǫ1sL [1, 3] + ǫ2sL [2, 3] , (4.23c)
where ǫ1, ǫ2 and ǫ3 are excitons population in each exciton triple state of |−1〉, |0〉
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and |+1〉, respectively. Consequently, the total population for the whole process,
which is shown in equation 4.22, needs to include the non-enclosed excitons.
Then, equation 4.22 is adapted into
U + V +W + x [1, 3]+ x [2, 2] + x [3, 1] + γ +ω1+ω2+ω3+ n0+ ǫ1+ ǫ2+ ǫ3 = 1,
and
F + n0 + ǫ1 + ǫ2+3 = 1,
where F = U +V +W +x [1, 3]+x [2, 2]+x [3, 1]+γ+ω1+ω2+ω3. Therefore, if
F is equal to 1, it means that the system contains only excitons with surrounding
by adsorbed oxygen molecules.
The PL intensity (IPL), which comes from the exciton decay, is given by
IPL = r1x [1, 3] + r0x [2, 2] + r1x [3, 1] + r1(ω1 + ω3) + r0ω2 + r1ǫ1 + r0ǫ2 + r1ǫ3
= r1 (x [1, 3] + x [3, 1] + ω1 + ω3 + ǫ1 + ǫ3) + r0 (x [2, 2] + ω2 + ǫ2) (4.24)
4.5.2 Oxygen orientation aligned randomly with respect
to the magnetic field
The last section described a set of rate equations which supposed that the spin
states of the oxygen molecule is aligned along the magnetic field. Nevertheless, in
general the orientation of the oxygen molecule will be aligned randomly with the
B field. Let us define the B field along a z-direction at angle θ to the O2 z-axis




Figure 4.20: Oxygen molecule z-axis is aligned along the magnetic field with
angle θ.
field direction is taken as the axis of quantisation. The spin Hamiltonian of the
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The eigenstates and their energies eigenvalues are quantised along the new z-axis
and are mixed, therefore the strict selection rules of section 4.5.1 are relaxed.
The mixing of these states is expressed as
φ1 = a11 |−1〉+ a21 |0〉+ a31 |+1〉 ,
φ2 = a12 |−1〉+ a22 |0〉+ a32 |+1〉 ,
φ3 = a13 |−1〉+ a23 |0〉+ a33 |+1〉 . (4.25)
ak,l is the coefficient of the oxygen spin Hamiltonian matrix with respect to the
basis spin states |−1〉, |0〉 and |+1〉. The eigenstates and energies in equation
4.25 can be solved and obtained by numerical diagonalisation.
From Fermi’s Golden Rule, the transfer coefficients (t[i, j]) need to be considered
as follows: For transfer energy from the exciton spin state |−1〉, the transfer
process must involve the O2 spin state |+1〉. Hence, in O2 eigenstate φ1, the
transfer coefficient t[1, 1] is proportional to the square of the coefficient of the O2
spin state |+1〉 inside the eigenstate φ1 as expressed
t [1, 1] = a231.
Similarly, in O2 eigenstate φ2, the transfer coefficient t[1, 2] is proportional to
the square of the coefficient of the O2 spin state |+1〉 inside the eigenstate φ2 as
shown
t [1, 2] = a232.
And there is repeatedly t[1, 3] with O2 eigenstate φ3.
For transfer energy from the exciton spin state |0〉, the transfer process must
involve the O2 spin state |0〉. Finally, transfer energy from the exciton spin state
|+1〉, the transfer process must involve the O2 spin state |−1〉. Eventually, the
transfer rates are proportional to these squared coefficients multiplied by the
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populations of the related paired states as illustrated,
t [1, 1] = a231 t [1, 2] = a
2
32 t [1, 3] = a
2
33
t [2, 1] = a221 t [2, 2] = a
2
22 t [2, 3] = a
2
23
t [3, 1] = a211 t [3, 2] = a
2
12 t [3, 3] = a
2
13 (4.26)
The rate equations can be established and summarised in figure 4.21 showing
the O2 triplet ground states with U , V and W relative populations for |−1〉,
Figure 4.21: Energy transfer summary diagram between excitons and oxygen
molecules.
|0〉 and |+1〉, respectively. When the magnetic field switches on, the mixtures
of the O2 spin states creates the new set of these states as shown in equation
4.25. With the exciton creation x[i, j] by the constant pump rate P , the direct
electron exchange coupling between these excitons and the O2 states can occur
and cause the energy transfer. During this step the spin-lattice relaxation also
happens, either by the spin-flip of the exciton sL[m,n] or by the spin-flip of the
O2 SL[m,n] as represented by red and blue arrows, respectively. Together with
these relaxations, the excitons also recombine through r1 from the spin states
|+1〉 and |−1〉 and r0 from the spin states |0〉. The creation of singlet O2 is
governed by the transfer rates as shown in equation 4.26 and populated γ of 1O2.
Meanwhile, 1O2 can relax with the constant rate R. At this stage, the creation
of the excitons still takes place with the population of ωi, lead to the possibility
of the exciton decay as presented by cyan arrows (see right hand side of figure
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4.21. Together with these excitons, the surrounding 1O2 decays back to the triplet
ground states as represented by violet arrows. In the meantime, the spin-lattice
relaxation of the excitons can happen throughout this stage. A detail of the rate
equations will be shown in appendix B.
4.6 Fitting results
This section follows on from the previous section, which established the rate
equations together with those of the spin Hamiltonians. We turn now to the
experimental evidence on the energy transfer between Si exciton to molecular
oxygen at various magnetic fields in order to examine the model. The PSi samples
are divided into two groups based on their PL spectra shape in the presence of
magnetic field and adsorbed O2 as shown figure 4.22.
Figure 4.22(a) presents the PL spectra set (including sample numbers 30,34 and
701); even though the PL emissions originate from different samples, they have
similar characteristics. The energy range covers from 1.3 to 2.4 eV. The phonon
features also look alike, in particular below 3Σ to 1Σ of the energy transfer. In
this case, the oxygen levels are comparable to the same high degree (although
are not quantitative). The other set in figure 4.22(b) covers the energy of 1.4
to 2.6 eV. Unlike the sample set (a), PL intensities above the 1.63 eV threshold
still show strong PL spectra and also emit different phonon patterns. The oxygen
levels are comparatively high the same as the other set. There are sample number
350 and 2501 in this set. The samples details are described in appendix A.
4.6.1 Parameters for modeling
The key parameters for modeling can be listed as follows: 1) temperature (T );
2) pump power (P ); 3) radiative recombination time of exciton spin states |±1〉
(τr1); 4) radiative recombination time of exciton spin state |0〉 (τr0); 5) exciton
spin-lattice relaxation time (τw); 6) transfer time (τt); 7) radiative recombina-
tion time of O2 (τR); 8) O2 spin-lattice relaxation time (τW ); and 9) ratio of
O2 to Si excitons populations (F ). However, some parameters are not constant,
depending on either energy and therefore on nanoparticle size or magnetic field
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Figure 4.22: Selected PL spectra from PSi samples with adsorbed O2 at different
magnetic fields from 0 to 6 Tesla at T = 1.5 K with excitation energy 2.755 eV.
The dashed line is the energy transition of O2 between
3Σ to 1Σ. (a) is a set of
PL spectra from various PSi samples which emit PL spectra of similar shape at
44.8 mW/cm2 excited power. (b) is the other set of PL spectra from different
PSi samples that give another shape of PL spectra with the excited power of 23.9
to 39.8 mW/cm2.
[26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Temperature dependence is actually one of the most ef-
fective parameters which leads to the variation of several time factors [7, 31],
nevertheless, all experimental results in this section are examined at liquid-He
temperature. Hence, we can assume that the experimental temperature is fixed
and equal to 1.5K.
There are published studies describing the dependence of the PSi exciton radia-
tive decay rate on the size of quantum dot [7, 27, 28], together with the transfer
rate depend on the shape of the this quantum dot [31]. As mentioned in section
4.6, the PSi samples are classified into two groups, thus we assume that intrinsic
parameters of all samples in the same category should be similar. Finally, exter-
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nal factors such as P and F are adjustable parameters due to the experimental
conditions.
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Figure 4.23: Si exciton decay time in vacuum and in the presence of oxygen
molecules at T = 50 K.
From the frequency resolved measurements, figure 4.23 provides an estimated
decay time in the presence of O2, although the result is measured at elevated
temperature. As commented before in chapter 2, the lifetime of nanocrystalline Si
depends strongly on photon energy and temperature. In the absence of adsorbed
O2, the lifetime (represented by black line) is equal to the radiative lifetime of the
excitons and is on the order of ms comparative with other reports [2, 6, 7]. Due
to the energy transfer with O2, a nonradiative decay channel occurs and leads to
a significant decrease of the PL decay time as shown by red line in range of µs.
So far this section has focused on the related parameters in order to achieve the
fitting result in the following section.
4.6.2 Energy dependence
For the high level of O2 adsorption as presented in figure 4.22, thus the ratio of
O2 to excitons populations F is set equal to 1 (defined in section 4.5.1). The
individual group of the samples has a comparable P , therefore the two sets of
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Figure 4.24: The intensity ratios I(B)/I(B=0 from the sample set (a) together
with a fitting results from the parameter in equation 4.27.
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parameters in equation 4.27 and 4.28, for the sample groups (a) and (b), respec-
tively, can be tested for the intensity ratios I(B)/I(B=0) as displayed in figure
4.24 and 4.25
τr = 55 µs τr0 = 5.5 µs τw = 45 µs
τt = 0.75 µs τR = 75ms τW = 40ms ∝ B2. (4.27)
τr = 60 µs τr0 = 0.35ms τw = 0.35 µs
τt = 0.75 µs τR = 7.8ms τW = 70ms. (4.28)
Without adjusting any parameters except the excitation rate P , the simulations
are created and shown via thin lines. For sample PSi30, the simulations seem
to match well at low field (figure 4.24, top). On the contrary with PSi701 at
high magnetic field, the fitting with the experimental data becomes better. For
PSi34 (figure 4.24, bottom), at 6 Tesla the simulation matches well in the energy
range of ∼ 1.6 - 1.9 eV, with magnetic fields reducing the fittings do not meet the
results as good as at 6 Tesla. However, the fittings still give the right direction
comparing with experimental outcomes.
Turning to figure 4.25, for PSi350 at low energy range, the fitting is better than
higher energy range. In contrast to PSi350, the shape of the intensity ratio of
PSi2501 is difficult to fit, however, the simulations still provide the right trend
as shown in bottom of figure 4.25.
4.6.3 Magnetic field dependence
The effect of magnetic field on the energy transfer process is clearly seen by
plotting the ratio between the PL intensities at certain magnetic fields I(B) and
the PL intensities at zero field I(B=0) as a function of B field and at a specific PL
energy of 1.63eV as demonstrated in figure 4.26. The magnetic field dependence
calculation can be set up to obtain only one particular photon energy, so the
figure 4.26 illustrates only the energy where the transfer between the Si excitons
and molecular oxygens takes place. All parameters in these results are similar
as equation 4.27 and 4.27. In sample set (a), the best result is the simulation
of PSi701, nevertheless, the model can not recreate a situation where the PL
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Figure 4.25: The intensity ratios I(B)/I(B=0) from the sample set (b) together
with a fitting results from the parameter in equation 4.28.
intensity decreases at first as the field increases from zero. On the contrary, the
simulated outcome of PSi30 shows these decreases, while for B above 2 T the
match seems to fall off. For PSi34, the fit at the beginning of the field falls away
but recovers to match at the high field.
The fit of sample set (b) provides a good simulation at the low fields, however, at
fields higher than 3.5 T the fit starts to disagree with the experiments. Overall,
the simulations still keep their tracks into the same direction as experimental
results.
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B field / T
Figure 4.26: PL intensities ratio (I(B)/I(B=0)) as a function of magnetic fields
at the 3Σ to 1Σ detection energy 1.63 eV. There are the experimental results of
I(B)/I(B=0) of PSi30, PSi701 and PSi34 in (a). (b) is included the results of
PSi350 and PSi2501. Dots and lines are represent the experimental data and
simulate results, respectively.
4.6.4 Power dependence
To identify the power dependence effect, the variation of the excitation powers was
used. The parameter set 1 in equation 4.27 is applied by keeping F = 1, and the
only adjustable parameter is P . The experimental results and the simulations are
included in figure 4.27. The maximum ratios of I(B)/I(B=0) at 0.3 mW is about
1.9, as a result of increasing field, at 3.0 mW the maximum ratio I(B)/I(B=0)
rises up to 2.2. Finally, the last power excitation step is 16 mW, in contrast
with the previous powers, the highest I(B)/I(B=0 ratio declines to around 1.8.
These findings suggest that a saturation of the exciton population is probably
the reason for this observation. Let turn our attention to the simulation; at
low excited power the model produces reasonable results over the energies range,
especially when compared to the highest power.






















































































Figure 4.27: The intensity ratios I(B)/I(B=0) as a function of emission energy
from the sample PSi30 with the different power excitation as 0.3 mW, 3.0 mW
and 16.0 mW. The laser spot sizes are similar with the unfocused beams.
eV is presented in figure 4.28. Interestingly, the intensity ratio I(B)/I(B=0) < 1
at field below than 1 T is observed in all powers. In this case, the simulations
produce good matches for all powers. Nevertheless, only the fitting of the lowest
power generates the best fit over the fields range. The fitting results in the energy
and the field dependence are pointed out in the same direction that, at the low
excited power, our model seems to be supported by our experimental data.
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Figure 4.28: Field dependence of the intensity ratios I(B)/I(B=0) at energy of
1.63 eV with the dots are the experimental data and the lines are originated from
simulated models.
4.6.5 O2 concentration dependence
In order to investigate the O2 concentration dependence in the energy transfer
process with the magnetic field, the simulated parameter F needs to be varied. By
keeping other parameters in equation 4.27 constant, the best simulation is obtain
by setting F = 0.6 as illustrated in figure 4.29. It is clearly seen that at energies
range below than 1.8 eV, the model gives reasonable results with the experimental
data. However, above that energies range, the simulation seems to be unable to
describe the behavior of the experimental results. Therefore, it is likely to claim
that our model does not quite answer the situation where the system has low
O2 level. According to this, we might need to combine an empirical fit of the
magnetic field dependence of nanoparticles without O2 together with the model.
Considering, the ratio of PL intensity at various magnetic field I(B) and I(B=0) of
the experimental system without O2, the empirical PL intensity (Iem) is created
by using a Gaussian function to simulate as shown in figure 4.30. As can be
seen, the empirical fit provides the good fitting covered the energy range of 1.4
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Figure 4.29: PL intensities ratio (I(B)/I(B=0)) as a function of emission energies
for the case of low adsorbed O2 level of PSi34.
to 2.05 eV. Above this energy range, the empirical result diverges apart from the
experiment.
Finally, by including the empirical term for the absence O2 situation, we can set




(1− α)Ifit(B) + αIem(B)
(1− α)Ifit(0) + αIem(0) , (4.29)
where α is a fraction without O2, Ifit(B) is the simulation from our model at sev-
eral fields and Iem(B) is the empirical fit without O2 at various fields. Therefore,
in the absence of O2 case α is equal to 1; on the other hand, α is equal to 0 in
the presence of O2.
Comparisons between the two different O2 concentrations are made using equa-
tion 4.29. Figure 4.31 shows the results from the fitting model (the black smooth
line) and the combination of the fitting model with the empirical α = 0.15 (red
line) compared with the experiments for high O2 concentration. At low field such
as B = 3T; the result (the red line) is improved by including the empirical fit,
especially, when compared with the original model (the black line) as presented
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Figure 4.30: The empirical of intensity ratio Iem(B=6T)/Iem(B=0T) for PSi34
is presented by the red line. The black line is the experimental result of
I(B=6T)/I(B=0). Inset is the PL spectra from PSi34 at 0 and 6 Tesla, presented
by black and red lines, respectively, which are used to calculate the empirical fit.
These results are observed and calculated from the absence of O2 case.
in figure 4.31(a). On the other hand, although combining the empirical fit, the
result at 6 T seems unachievable to get the good match with the experiment as
shown in figure 4.31(b) .
Figure 4.32 displays the results from the fitting model (the black smooth line) and
the combination of the fitting model with the empirical calculations at α = 0.97
(red line) and α = 0.3 (green line) compared with the experiments for low O2 con-
centration. As presented in figure 4.32, although the fitting is not quite consistent,
but overall the inclusion of the system without O2 by using the empirical fit in
equation 4.29 seems to be the right way to improve the fitting shape. Especially,
at PL intensity ratio I(B)/I(B=0) less than 1, it is clear that the combination of
empirical zero-O2 case gives the ratio less than 1 figure. Therefore, our model
needs zero-O2 behaviour in order to achieve the better fit.
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 fitting + empirical case of no O2
3 T (a)
(b)
Figure 4.31: PL intensities ratio (I(B)/I(B=0)) as a function of emission energies
for the case of high adsorbed O2 level of PSi34. (a) is the result at 3 T. (b) is
the result at 6 T. This fit uses α = 0.15. The black and red smooth lines are
the original fitting model and the including of the empirical calculation with the
original model, respectively.
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Figure 4.32: PL intensities ratio (I(B)/I(B=0)) as a function of emission energies
for the case of low adsorbed O2 level of PSi34. (a) shows the result at 3 T. (b)
shows the result at 6 T. This fit uses α = 0.97 and α = 0.3 for comparison. The
black, red and green smooth lines are the original fitting model, the including of
the empirical calculation at α = 0.97 with the original model and the including
of the empirical calculation at α = 0.3 with the original model, respectively.
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4.7 Conclusion
This chapter has examined the energy transfer mechanism between the nanostruc-
tured Si and O2. The significant suppression of PL over 1.63 eV shows evidence of
the singlet oxygen 1O2 creation. The experimental results reveal phonon replica
features together with the production of 1O2. The effects of magnetic field, power
and O1 concentration on the energy transfer process were studied as a function
of PL energy dependence. The energy transfer model is set up and applied to
simulate the experimental data. Although the model is incomplete for the case of
the absence of O2, overall, the simulations are in good agreement with the exper-
imental results. The parameters obtained from the simulations will be explained
and discussed in more details in chapter 5.
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The development of nano-technology exploits the properties and functionalities
of nanoscale materials including nanocrystalline Si. The spin structures and
the exchange mechanisms are key features which establish Si nanocrystals as
facilitators for the photoexcitation of adsorbed molecules discussed throughout
this thesis. This chapter presents an overview of the major findings from the
previous chapters and discusses the main objectives of this study. Finally, an
outlook for the continuation of this work in the future is also provided.
5.1 Investigation of the energy transfer process
From the previous chapter, it can be seen that the parameters provided simulate
the behaviour of several samples over a wide energy range. The fitting parameters
are summarised and presented in table 5.1 including theoretical and experimental
data from other studies. However, these modeling outcomes are calculated at a
fixed energy of 1.63 eV (3Σ - 1Σ). The comparison between two sets of parameters
shows two different variables; the radiative lifetime of excitons from r0 state (τr0)
and and the spin lattice relaxation of excitons (τw). Other variables are in similar
ranges. Obviously, these differences reveal that samples in group I have an average
particle size smaller than samples in group II. As shown in table 5.1, the lifetime
τr0 from samples in set I is shorter than that of samples in set II which implies
that the overall size of Si nanocrystals in the set I samples is smaller than the
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Table 5.1: Summary of the modeling parameters for the energy transfer process
compared with other reports.
Model Other reports Notes /
Parameters set I set II reference
τr 55 µs 60 µs 10 µs < τ < 10 ms with phonon [3]
τr0 5.5 µs 350 µs τ > 1 ms without phonon [3]
∼ 2-15 µ s Troom [4]
∼ 2-6 ms T = 1-25 K [4]
∼ 8-300 µs Troom [5]
∼ 200 µs T = 5 K [6]
τw 45 µs 0.35 µs ∼ 2.8 s and τS/T ∼ 10 ms [1]
13.8 ms [2]
τt 0.75 µs 0.75 µs τSi→Σ ∼ 2.56 µs T = 5 K [7]
τSi→∆ ∼ 300 µs Tcryogenic [7]
τR 75 ms 7.8 ms τ1∆ = 46 µs T = 77K [8]
τ1Σ = 24 µs T = 77K [8]
τW 40 ms 70 ms set I: τW ∝ B2
Note: Parameters depend strongly on the size, fabrication procedures of Si
nanocrystals and temperatures .
set II samples. The other variable also confirms this implication as the spin-
lattice relaxation time τw of the set I is longer than τw of the set II. Due to
the decreasing size of Si nanostructures, the exciton-phonon interaction is less
efficient, therefore, the spin-lattice relaxation time increases [1, 2].
The evidence from SEM images supports this finding as presented in figure 5.1;
(a) the top view image of sample PSi30 (set I) compares with sample PSi350 (set
II) and (b) the cross section image of sample PSi30 (set I) compares with sample
PSi350 (set II). This figure is quite revealing in several ways. First, the top view
image of the sample set I shows clear separate particles which have diameters
in a range less than 100 nm, in contrast with the sample set II for which the
particles look more compact and it is difficult to estimate the size. Second, the
pore structures of set I can be seen; on the contrary, the pores of set II are
indistinct. Lastly, a characteristic “fir tree” structure and the pore branches are




Figure 5.1: Comparison of SEM images between sample set I and sample set II.
The scale bars are equal to 1 µm.
the sample set II. The SEM images of PSi set II may also give an explanation
of the PL intensity shape from the samples (set II), owing to the fact that Si
nanostructures are compact and have fewer pores, thus, oxygen molecules seem
to have less access throughout the particles. This is probably the reason why,
above 1.63 eV, the PL intensity of samples set II still appeared significant even
for high O2 concentrations. Other samples in these sets also give similar SEM
images. Consequently, the model can reveal some significant properties of Si
nanocrystals through the fitting parameters.
The comparison between the simulated parameters and other studies is also dis-
played in table 5.1. Although, some fitting parameters differ from other reports,
they are in the same ranges, particularly, the radiative lifetime of Si nanopar-
ticles. Likewise, as mentioned before these parameters depend strongly on the
size, fabrication procedures of Si nanocrystals and temperatures but the model
can set up the fitting calculation based on only one particular energy, which is
energy of 1.63 eV in this case.
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5.2 Overall summary
The main purpose of the current work was to investigate the spin dependent
interactions of oxygen molecules on nanocrystalline Si, in order to understand
and model the energy transfer mechanism. Chapter 1 gave the brief background
of bulk crystalline Si and introduced Si nanostructures as the consequence of
quantum confinement. Their excitonic spin states were explained including the
unique ground triplet state of molecular oxygens. Criteria for photosensitiser
candidates were discussed, together with the potential of nanostructured Si as a
photosensitising agent.
Chapter 2 described the fabrication procedure of PSi which was studied through
out this thesis. Several experimental measurements were used to study PSi sam-
ples in order to obtain physical and chemical characterisations along with optical
and dynamic properties. Due to the preparation method, the Si nanoparticles
formed as interconnected particles (PSi). Initially, PSi surfaces were hydride-
terminated which are very reactive and susceptible to air oxidation. Confinement
of excitons in Si nanoparticles caused the radiative recombination of excitons to
become more efficient than the bulk Si.
Chapter 3 proposed the incorporation of Si nanoparticles into the silica aerogel by
using typical aerogel synthesis. Various sizes and terminated surfaces of nanos-
tructured Si were introduced to created Si-silica aerogel composites. However, the
composites aerogel of hydride-terminated surfaces was oxidised and left only the
solid crystalline Si. On the contrary, the porous structures of the composites aero-
gel containing oxide-termination persisted, even though insensitive to adsorbed
molecular oxygen. Somehow, the chemical procedure of the aerogel composites
preparation eliminated the energy transfer ability between Si nanocrystals and
oxygen molecules.
Chapter 4 studied the energy transfer mechanism by magneto-optical measure-
ments. The photoexcitation of Si nanostructures transfered energy to oxygen
molecules as shown by the strong suppression of the PL of nanocrystalline Si
above 1.63 eV corresponding with the 3Σ to 1Σ transition. The phonon features
were demonstrated together with the creation of the 1O2. The key feature to
achieve the photoexcitation of oxygen molecules is the role of spin exchange be-
tween excitons and the absorbed oxygen molecules. The energy transfer model
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was established, based upon the fact that the exchange-mediated energy trans-
fer occurs only via the spin conserving transitions. When a magnetic field was
applied, the effects of O2 concentrations, powers and size distributions (detec-
tion energies) on the energy transfer process could be examined. The model
produced simulations which are in good agreement with the experimental data.
Dynamic parameter values were delivered. However, the model is limited by the
energy dependence calculation and the lack of information on the magnetic field
dependence of Si nanoparticles in the absence of oxygen behaviour.
5.3 Suggested work
Currently, the model determined the results based on a fixed energy. Neverthe-
less, several parameters such as lifetime and so on are energy dependence (size
dependence). Our current study derives from PSi samples which, normally, have
wide size distributions. Hence, it would be interesting to measure and to simulate
the energy transfer process of Si nanoparticles which have similar particle sizes
by the proposed model.
A further study investigating two-photon excitation of nanostructured Si would
be very interesting. This research would give an opportunity to understand dipole
allowed and forbidden optical transitions in Si nanocrystals by selection rules [9].
Furthermore, the energy transfer to O2 in this case could be considered.
Further work on nano-silicon containing both aromatic molecules such as fullerene
and O2 may extend the concept of the energy transfer in organic photochemistry.
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All porous silicon samples used in this thesis were fabricated by electrochemical
etching of p-type crystalline silicon (100) in a 1:1 (by volume) of 49% aqueous
hydrofluoric acid (HF) : ethanol solution. Preparation conditions of sample are
given in table A.1, along with the porosity details.
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Table A.1: Samples examined in this thesis. The growing conditions and porosi-
ties are given.
sample no. Resistivity Current density time Porosity
Ω·cm mA/cm2 min %
30 1-10 22.02 10 67.1
34 1-10 36.71 6 49.4
701 10-20 9.96 10 34.8
703 10-20 17.74 12 86.4
2501 1-10 37.90 6 82.4
2505 1-10 35.26 6 81.1
2506 1-10 26.44 8 82.2
2507 1-10 30.85 6 69.7
2508 1-10 22.92 8 69.3




As discussed in chapter 4.5.2, the rate equations can be established and sum-
marised in figure 4.21. A full set of rate equations of the model of the energy
Figure B.1: Energy transfer summary diagram between excitons and oxygen
molecules.
transfer between nanostructured Si and molecular oxygen, when the orientation
of the O2 is aligned randomly with the B field, can be presented as follows:
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0 = PU/3− x [1, 1] (r1 + t [1, 1] + sL [1, 2] + sL [1, 3] + SL [1, 2] + SL [1, 3])
+ sL [2, 1]x [2, 1] + sL [3, 1]x [3, 1] + SL [2, 1]x [1, 2] + SL [3, 1]x [1, 3] +ω1R/3,
(B.1a)
0 = PU/3− x [3, 1] (r1 + t [3, 1] + sL [3, 1] + sL [3, 2] + SL [1, 2] + SL [1, 3])
+ sL [1, 3]x [1, 1] + sL [2, 3]x [2, 1] + SL [3, 1]x [3, 3] + SL [2, 1]x [3, 2] +ω3R/3,
(B.1b)
0 = PU/3− x [2, 1] (r0 + t [2, 1] + sL [2, 1] + sL [2, 3] + SL [1, 2] + SL [1, 3])
+ sL [1, 2]x [1, 1] + sL [3, 2]x [3, 1] + SL [3, 1]x [2, 3] + SL [2, 1]x [2, 2] +ω2R/3.
(B.1c)
0 = PV/3− x [1, 2] (r1 + t [1, 2] + sL [1, 2] + sL [1, 3] + SL [2, 1] + SL [2, 3])
+ sL [2, 1]x [2, 2] + sL [3, 1]x [3, 2] + SL [1, 2]x [1, 1] + SL [3, 2]x [1, 3] +ω1R/3,
(B.2a)
0 = PV/3− x [2, 2] (r0 + t [2, 2] + sL [2, 1] + sL [2, 3] + SL [2, 1] + SL [2, 3])
+ sL [1, 2]x [1, 2] + sL [3, 2]x [3, 2] + SL [1, 2]x [2, 1] + SL [3, 2]x [2, 3] +ω2R/3,
(B.2b)
0 = PV/3− x [3, 2] (r1 + t [3, 2] + sL [3, 1] + sL [3, 2] + SL [2, 1] + SL [2, 3])
+ sL [1, 3]x [1, 2] + sL [2, 3]x [2, 2] + SL [1, 2]x [3, 1] + SL [3, 2]x [3, 3] +ω3R/3.
(B.2c)
0 = PW/3− x [1, 3] (r1 + t [1, 3] + sL [1, 2] + sL [1, 3] + SL [3, 1] + SL [3, 2])
+ sL [2, 1]x [2, 3] + sL [3, 1]x [3, 3] + SL [1, 3]x [1, 1] + SL [2, 3]x [1, 2] +ω1R/3,
(B.3a)
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0 = PW/3− x [2, 3] (r0 + t [2, 3] + sL [2, 1] + sL [2, 3] + SL [3, 1] + SL [3, 2])
+ sL [1, 2]x [1, 3] + sL [3, 2]x [3, 3] + SL [1, 3]x [2, 1] + SL [2, 3]x [2, 2] +ω2R/3,
(B.3b)
0 = PW/3− x [3, 3] (r1 + t [3, 3] + sL [3, 1] + sL [3, 2] + SL [3, 1] + SL [3, 2])





− (P + SL [1, 2] + SL [1, 3])U + SL [2, 1]V + SL [3, 1]W




+ SL [1, 2]U − (P + SL [2, 1] + SL [2, 3])V + SL [3, 2]W




+ SL [1, 3]U + SL [2, 3]V − (P + SL [3, 1] + SL [3, 2])W

























− ǫ3 (r1 + sL [3, 1] + sL [3, 2]) + ǫ1sL [1, 3] + ǫ2sL [2, 3] . (B.6c)
F = U + V +W + x [1, 3] + x [2, 2] + x [3, 1] + γ + ω1 + ω2 + ω3. (B.7)
IPL = r1 (x [1, 3] + x [3, 1] + ω1 + ω3 + ǫ1 + ǫ3) + r0 (x [2, 2] + ω2 + ǫ2) . (B.8)
Here P is excitation rate. U , V and W are the relative populations of O2 in
the spin states -1, 0 and +1, respectively. x[i, j] is the relative population of
triplet oxygen/exciton pairs, where i refers to exciton spin states and j refers to
O2. γ is relative population of the excited oxygen molecules (into their singlet
state). t[i, j] is transfer coefficients from exciton spin state |i〉 to the O2 spin
state |j〉. Recombination rates of exciton from state |−1〉 and |+1〉 are equal and
represented by r1. The recombination rate of exciton from state |0〉 is r0. R is the
O2 relaxation rate. After the singlet
1O2 is produced, the excitons can be created
continuously so that the ω1, ω2 and ω3 are population of exciton spin states |−1〉,
|0〉 and |+1〉, respectively. The ǫ1, ǫ2 and ǫ3 are population of excitons without
O2 in the spin states |−1〉, |0〉 and |+1〉, respectively. The spin lattice relaxation
of the exciton and O2 are represented by sL[m,n] and SL[m,n], respectively.
Here m,n are refer to spin state of exciton and O2, respectively. If F is equal to
1, the system refers to the situation that every exciton is surrounded by O2. In
contrast, for F = 0, the system is in the absence of O2. Finally, IPL is the PL
intensity arising from the Si exciton recombination.
Numerical calculation of all equations will allow us to simulate the energy transfer
model between Si nanocrystals and oxygen molecules as shown the results in
chapter 4.
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